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FORT SUMNER, GUADULUPE COUNTY, N. M., SEPTEM 3ER 23, 1909.

11.

NO

J FARMERS, ATTENTION!!
A big display of farm products has been planned by the commit'e
on Melon day and J. 0. Welborn is in charge of the display. The
entire display will be shown in the square opposite the new Pecos
Valley Hotel. The following' list of Prises has been offered:
DONATED BY:
PRIZE:
ARTICLE:
Largest Load of Alfalfa,
Earickson & Co.
Í5.00 Mdse,
Millet,
.,
,,
5.00
Blankenship & Co.

I

'Our Invitation
'ttt
Once each week we pay for this space

i

for the privilege "only of inviting you
once again to become a depositor of
our bank.
The person who reads about us
fifty-tw- o
times a year ought to know
us at least

if he had read of us but once.

.better

,,

is to like us and our business methods.

ly solicitad

and respectfully invited.
1

Tha First NafHoal B leiL
cf Fort Sumner, N. M.

14

amn

i

MELON
IN

ÍER

ONE DAY ONLY

Cash
Mdse

Cash

B. B. Palmer
J. II. Keeling

2.50
2.00 '.,
2.00 Hat

FMJM!, UUUDft
üELL BROTHERS

CAfi'Ií

L0.

1SL

CONSOLIDATED

.SHOWS
Cireu?, Museum, Mañanarla, Hippodrome

CIRCUS and MELON

DAY

ONE BIG TIME
D00

'

ft

mm

Mrs. M. Philion.
Katz Merct. Co
Nrs. R. Beaubien
H. W. Simmons
J. A. Northington
Dunn & Silva

Mdse

Best Ti-i- Chickens
Mrs. H. A. Coker
2. 00 Cash
Largest Watermelon
Mrs. P. M. Jaramillo
A. J. Gilliam
Best Bull '
2.00 Work
Largest load Turnips
1.50 Cash
C. E. Ackerman
). Hondenpyle
2.00 ,,
Best Peck f'eauuts
1.C0 .,
6 heads Cabbage
J. M. Sandovftl
1.00
., crate Cantaloupe
Mrs. A. Kensley
Raised Under Irrigation:
1.00 Cash
Best Dozen Ears Com
J. A. Perkins
1,00
A. P. Ar,;;ya
,, 25 heads Msi-.- c
Isar.e Sandoval
,, 25 .,
Kaílir Own 1.00 ,.
W. F. Mclntyre
,, Bushel Eiviiot Potatoes 1.00
1,00
Iribii
C. W. Foor
,,
Raised on Dry Land;
'
1.00 Cash
T. V. Simmons
Best Dozen Ears Corn
25 Heads Kaffir Corn 1.00 ,,
A. A. Wells
1.00 Subscription A. Clausen.
,, 25. ,, Maize
Mr. S. J. Slane also offers 500 pounds of Coal for the bestj
: swtment of vegetables, whether growu under
irrigation or cn
dry land. The winners of the final baseball game w ill be presented
with a jar of Cigars, donated by Dr. W. R. Love'ace; one year's;
subscription' to the Fort Sumner Review will be given for the bestj
written article on Dry Farming.
Application for space in which to display products should bei
j
made promptly to Mr. J. O. Welborn.

YoiJr account, large or small, is urgent-

CIRCUS DAY

M. A. Rooney.

Cash

idUX

Biil

N. Madrid.

Mdse

2.E0

,,

Geese
Largest Load Loose Millet

he knows us the more likely he

Cash,

5.0!)

5.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.50
2.50

Biggest Load Beans
Best Colt under One year
,, Mule Colt
,, Dairy Cow
Trio Turkeys
,, Stock Cow & Calf
,, Team Draft Horses
,, Trio Ducks

The

Kemp Lumber Co.
J. O. Welborn.
Thomas
Thomas Hall.
A. B. Harris.
First Nat'l Bank. '

tM)
5.00
5.00
5.00

Hog

times better than

fifty-tw- o

Sorghum
, ,
. ,
Best Pair Mules
Biggest Load Melons
Best Sheep Display
,, tattle
,,

Í

$1 A YEAR, CASH- -

42
20
AO

Finest Horses on Earth

5C0

Double Lengih Railway Cars
42
World's Famous 3are Back Riders 20
European and American Aria'ists 40

Lady and Geni'emen Acrobats
30
Happy Jolly Funny Clowns'
20
17 Performing Elephants
17
Double Mercadería Hiapadrojme Races
PEOPLE ALL TOGETHER
7C0
700
30
20

FEATURE

SFEC'AL.

THE MARVELOUS

RENELLÓ

'
"
appear at fa.'Ii performance,
Turning a complete
on a bicvp.ls ""1-

""""WUrjxííútiveiy

FOR ALL KINDS OF

Melon Day Pscgram.

Building Material,

'

Naylor-Ruthsrfor-

Wedding.

d

WHILE

LEAPING

THE

-

GAP

túonuay morning atiu o c!ock,
The special train will leave
at
the home of Mr.' Joe Howard
One price of admission takes you all the way through
Portales at 6:00 a. m., and Ciovis
this city, Mr. II. W. Naylor of
Two performances daily rain or shine.
Afternoon show
;of
f.brut 7:20, arriving here about the Kemp Lumber Company, oi' M 2 p.
in. ; night show, 8 p. m. Doors open one hour earlier.
10:80 a. m.
The visitors may Fort Sumner, New Mexico, and
"
I
put in their time as follows:
M.
DIG
STREET
i
PARADE
A.
PorMrs. Nannie Rutherford of
10:30 a. m. Base Ball Games,
Ú
tr.les were united in marriage by
Harmon Bros, vs Local Talent; Faster E. P. Alldr.dga cf the
Winners vs Melrose
iJaplist church,
the wending
2:00 p. m. Campbell Bros. Circus
was in the nature of a surpi ise to
4:30 p. m. Melon Feast
most oí loríales people; tliey
The returning time of the trainSíSSI íksTtá Eroi.CTBsraw3 So
..
supposing that the bride who
is not known definately.
If the was the pi pjlar stenographer cl
Mrs. H. A. Coker has just reCircus gives two performances the Citizans National bank was a
ceived a new line of up
it will leave at about 11:00 p. m., fixture in Portales, if not in thd
Ladies and Misses Hats. Also
if only one performance, at 7:00 bank au least in a home to be
All
p. m.
children's
hats and caps.
But the matrimonial race is disThe activity .f the building the ladjes are especially invited
There will be minor attractions

ij

ihits and

"

10:30

Builders Hardware
"Prices Right.

Excursions cn all Railroads

SPECIAL

Building Sf.ov5

Local Manager.

Harry W. NAYLOR,

RATES.

to-d-

Prosperity.

tinctly to the swift and other
galore and every minute of every things being equal, the cyclonic
visitors time can be occupied kind courtship always wins thej
with something interestin;-;And, at this Mr. Naylor
.vwinan.
showed himself an
'i certainly
a(k'Pt for we had scarcely known
Melon Day Date Settled.
'of his second visit to Portales be
Oct 1st Will be the Big Day. .&re he came for hjs
Here's to hoping that Mr.
Advice has been received from
the Santa Fe officials at Topeka, Naylor will prove himself as
Kans., permitting a change oij capable in the business world
and the domestic life as he hasi
date from Oct. 5th to the
This puts our big celebration on bren in the social realm. The
the same date as Campbell Bros, bride and groom left 11:10 train
Circus and assures an enormous Monday morning for their future
crowd. Get the date firmly fixed home in Fort Sumner. The
in your mind and help the com- - wishes of all who knew Mis.
mittee bring the entire population Rutherford now Mrs. Naylor go
of the Cut-of- f into Fort Sunnier with them. -- Roosevelt County.
Herald.
on Friday, October 1st.
l.i soma mysterious (?) manner
this happy event leaked out, and
Great Interest Abroad.
from the time the nuptials occurred uniilv the happy pair ar-- :
Chairman L. C. Vanllecke, of rived, business was rushintr
,the Committee on Melon Day, amol)g the host of Mr. Naylor's
has just returned from a trip ov- - rreR(is
Tkcv' were met at the station
and reports a lively
er the Cut-ointerest being manifested every by a delegation of soceiy ladies
where over our Melon Day cele- -. an( business and professional
'! bration. There are many
ladies iu their prettiest
pie living near here who have no frockS( but ever'y man in the
idea of Fort Sumner's resources. hunch with a iong rtKj sti.eamer
make boosters on lljs hat Alighting from the
.j A visit here'wili
.of them all and the extremely train Dl. Lovelace presented a
low rates offered by the Santa Fe ; autifui bouquet (sap-weeand
Post your-- : mesquite) to the blushing bride,
means a big crowd.
self thoroughly and be ready to "jn welcome to Fort Gumner."
'
tell the truth to every inquiring They were immediately escourted
our" in waiting,
stranger on Melon Day, Octo- -' toa "coach-and(page 8 col 3.)
ber 1st.

EARICKSON & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO
A. B. HARRIS.
FORT SUMNER, N. M.
DEALERS IN

,

L-,-t.

Boots and Slices

Dry Goods,

Gent's Furnishing

Goods,

Hardware,

Furnitoe,

Groceries, Kay and Feed,

Farming Implimenls and Wagons,
We have just received a NEW and COMPLETE
line of LADIES and GENTS FURNISHINGS.

OUR PRÍCÉS ARE RIGHT.

j

ff

'

SUNNYSÍDE TIN SHOP
WATER TANKS,

GUTTERING,

WELL CASING,

FLUES and STOVE PIPE

MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."
Agent for the Celebrated

J,

A,

"ANN ARDOR"

NOKTWNGTON,

Gasoline

Trop,

Lights.

d

-f

trades reflects Fort Sumner's to come and see thei t.
prosperity. Every local carpenter and mason is busy and a gang
Mrs. Robert Clark wss brought
from Melrose have all the work
The G. to town late Friday nil.t from
they can take care of.
M. McKinney residence on Sum- her home, 25 miles north, sufferner Au'enue is about completed ing from a severe case of
and Mr. McKinney is building
another. Mrs. James Blacklaw
Sunnyside Camp No. 68, W. O.
has commenced work on her resj7.,
next regular meeting, Sep.
idence and the home of Mrs. Mc
Innes is completed. The bunga- ,30;h, 7:30 p. m.
S. Katz. Clerk.
low south of the lake is progres- I
sing rapidly and J. H. Keeling is
d
Jersy
pushing work on his residence on !Fcr Sa'e- -3 fine
One
Main st. Mr. J. M. Casaus was Cows with young calves.
in town the early part of the 10 inch John Deere plow. 400
week to look after the construc- cedar posts. 1440 rods galvaniz- tion of a new store building near ed barb wire. Cheap for cash,
All cf located 2 2 miles west of rail-- !
the Pecos Valley Hotel.
this reflects the wealth that i road bridge.
M. M. Braswell.
being turned loose here. There
is not a vacan, t house or shack in
Rev. N. Conwell will hold sertown, not a store building but
what is occupied and its occupant vices Sunday at 11:00 a. m. in
,
Few are the the School House.
making money.
towns in eastern New Mexico
Don't fail to stcii in and see
that can show this amount cf
prosperity in spite of the unfav- the beautiful new line of Ladies
orable crops that have been har- Hats at Mrs. H. A. Coker's.
Irrivested on the dry farms.
will open up a
gation is giving our builders NOTICE-- We
Gallery in Fort
confidence and there is nothing Photograph
that can check the onward march Sumner, on September 30th. and
will do all kinds of Picture Work.
that is now well under way.
Get our prices when in town.
Respt.
A. J. Wilmeth, of Taft, made
T. F. Liven?,
a trip to Kosweli this week and
f'holvtia,S.ttr.
twenty
brought home about
bushels of apples.
full-bloo-

--

FORT SUMNER
FORT SUMNER

-

REVIEW
NEW MEXICO

The man who feels like 30 of the
new Lincoln pennies Is not badly oil.
West Point cadets must realize that
they are there for business, and not
to cut monkey shines.
The Ben Davis apple crop Is twice

as big as it was last year, and the
consumers are beginning to groan.
We are Informed that all is' quiet
In Honduras.
Subject to change without notice if the army can find his
musket before we go to press.
The amateur aeronaut continues to
come back to earth sometimes with
only a dull thud, sometimes with only
a few bones broken, but generally the
other way.
more women attend
than men. Men haven't any
peachbasket hats to exhibit, and are
Of

course,

church

not even allowed to wear In church
auch bats as they have.

In England what we name a
"grouch" is known as a "hump." To
"get a hump on yourself" In the United States is quite different from getting a "hump" in England.
The news Is borne out to the entire
civilized world that King Alfonso of
Spain Is growing side whiskers. The
ulterior motive may be to disguise
himself so the anarchists will not recognize him.
The mayor of Tokyo will send 20,000
cherry
trees to President Taft at
Washington.
This Is a sort of manifold repetition of history, since It was
one cherry tree which originally made
Washington famous.
In the city of Washington it is the
custom of society women to ring for
a messenger boy and have htm button
their waists up the back. And this,
too, at the very center of agitation
against cruel and unusual labor for
children.
A medical journal In London declares that school children under
eight in that city are habitual drinkers. If this is true, and the nation
drinks in proportion to the Infant tipplers, it is no wonder that the country is on the verge of panic from seeing phantom invasions.

up for
A New York boy was lock.-.two weeks in jail awaiting trial for
of two cents. It must be
impressed on the rising generation
that stealing on so small a scale must
be discouraged by all the drastic
means possible. Then they will grow
up free and untrammeled to become
frenzied financiers.
The comptroller

of the currency

re-

ports another batch of new national
banks, with capital ranging from J25.-00- 0
to $50,000. These comparatively
small Institutions are started in localities where they meet real business needs, and hence illustrate the
successful working of a policy adopted by congress with that end in view.

Isn't It about time for a new terminology of power? , Measurement by
borse power has existed from time immemorial, and still serves its purpose.
But for power upon the water a query
of fitness arises, and as to airships in
an element where no horse could possibly draw anything the use of the
term horse power makes for humor
when you come to think of it.
The story from Washington that a
British royal commission has reversed
Dr. Wiley in arriving at a decision
as to what constitutes genuine whisky is worthy of note because of the
fact that there are expert testers not
only In England but also In Scotland
and in Ireland. There is no denying
the fact that many residents of these
countries know whereof they speak
when they express their opinion on
the subject of whisky.
A sharp Bummer gale caught
the
fleet of the New Tork Yacht club during Its run of 152 miles from Vineyard
Haven to Portland, and as a result
only about six stanch yachts out of
more than, a scare reached the port of
The others were driven
destination.
to shelter with the loss of spars and
canvas;
but the fact that no serious
casualties have been reported is evidence that the New York yachtsmen
are something more than "carpet sailors."

It has been decided in Washington
that boys who play marbles "for
keeps" are gamblers In the meaning
of the law and liable to arrest and
punishment for so heinous an offense.
of the
It is cheering to the
nation to know that In Its capital the
gambling law are so strictly enforced, though as the particular boys
In question were released with a lecture, there Is grave doubt about the
propriety of letting loose such dangerous criminals on the community.

case Is that of the Wisconsin judge who has abandoned the
practice of law and taken up work
In a factory. From time to time this
Jurist has felt the Impulse to manual
labor, and has wandered off and
He
his ' inclinations.
gratified
to have a dual person
seemed
him
leads
one of which
ality,
to learning In the law and active
legal
pursuits,
In
the
participation
other finding pleasure only in toiling
with his hands. And yet there are
persons not Inclined to work witb
either band or brain.
A curious

Burlington Buy Vast Coal Land.
are
negotiations
which
Recent
known to have been In progress have
revealed the fact that the Burlington
he purrailroad Is contemplating
chase of the vast coal properties In the
old Maxwell land grant In New Mexico,
owned at present by the St. Loul.
Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway &
Coal Company.. The Burlington has
not an acre of coal land on any of Its
Western systems today, and It long
Central Bank for Nation.
Anton J. Meloche, one of the oldest
The New Mexico Bankers' Associa- has been seeking an opportunity to
ettlers In Colfax county, died this
acquire coal properties which would
week at his home fifteen miles east tion opened its second annual session
at Santa Fe. Mayor Jose D. Sena de- i,o away with its present handicap in
of Raton.
that department.
Rev. Charles Maltas of St. Andrew's livered the address of welcome and
the
Governor Curry spoke of the financial ' The company which controls 620,-00Protestant Episcopal church at
0
Maxwell land grant fields owns
has resigned to accept a charge condition of the territory, showing .
acres of coal land, with 2,000,000,-00- 0
that Its Indebtedness Is only 1,000,-at Dodge City, Kansas.
tons of coal In sight. All the proGreen Watson, a colored barber of 000, while half a million dollars Is in duct of the 80j coke ovens operated by
Albuquerque, has been elected janitor the territorial treasury; county debts;, the company goes to the smelters of
two-and Jailor of the the new police head aggregate almost $3,000,000 but coun- Phelps, Dodge
Co., owners of the
thirds of this Is owed by three
quarters of the Duke City.
huge smelters at Bisbee, Douglas and
e
twenty-threowe
while
ties
the
other
Vegas,
Antonio Ortiz of near Las
only (1,000,000; that $1,300.000 cash Is other Arizona towns. The company
and a relative, were bound over at Las
also has a contract to sell the Santa
Vegas yesterday in the sum of $1.000 In the county treasuries; that without Fe railroad 3,000 tons of coal a month
its vast land holdings the territory has
on the charge of horse stealing.
buildings and grounds worth $1.400,- - and uenver it at Raton, New Mexico.
Harry Moslman has received a ship 000,
The railroad operated by (he St.
and outside of the incorporated cit- ment of trout fry from the U. S. fish ies
Loui, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Com$1,000,000 in schoolhouses
is
there
hatcheries at Leadville, Colorado, and against which
there Is a bonded in-- 1 pany connects with the Colorado &
will stock the Sapello near Beulah, debtedness of $600,000. He also point- Southern at Des Moines, W. M., and
Raton, and the
San Miguel county.
ed to the fact that within tne last few with the santa Fe at
Judge Frank W. Parker Is holding years there has been only one bank Colorado & Southern, as a Burlington
City
property,
Silver
would give that system a diDistrict Court1 this week at
failure and that was a private concern.
rect entrance to the vast coal fields.
but owing to ebb in the court funds
The territory today haB forty-on- e
Word was received from J. Van
the term will be curtailed and no civil national and thirty-eigh- t
territorial
trials by jury will be had.
banks, with a capitalization of $3,274,- - Houten, general manager of the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
dogs, 000, and resources of $24,008,000.
Something like twenty-fiv- e
some of them worthless, others valuMajor R. J. Palen, the president, de-- j that he had been called to Carlsbad,
able, have been sent to the dog heav- llvered his annual address m which he Germany, to confer with Henry Koeh-le- r,
Jr., president of the company, on
en by strychnine and arsenic at
advocated a central bank for the naLincoln county, this week.
tion, a uniform banking law for New the proposed sale to the Burlington.
The latest advices from the Zunl Mexico, as did Governor Curry; but General Manager Van Houten admitregion are that the Black Rock dam Major Palen opposed postal Bavlngs ted before he left that negotiations
has been badly undermined by the banks and deposit guarantee laws. He were pending betweep the company
and the Burlington and that they had
floods and will have to be rebuilt in advocated a more elastic currency.
reached such an advanced stage that
great part. The Zunl bridge is badly
President Koehler desired a personal
damaged.
Repairs of Zunl Dam.
with him on the matter.
conference
Eight thousand feet are flowing
Albuquerque, N. M. That the big Mr.
Koehler is In Germany for hi
over the Leasburg diversion dam in Zunl dam of the government, near "
health, and before starting for Europe
the Rio Orande near Engle. Sierra Zunl, N. M., may be repaired at a cost
county, which is 1,000 feet above the of Í100.000, is the statement made here a few months ago, be made the stateBell the
highest flood stage this spring, and today by H. F. Robinson, superlnten-- . ment that he would like to
company and get it off his mind, prothe river is still rising.
dent of irrigation for the Pueblo Indi- - viding a reasonable price could be obI
Mrs. Bridget Keating died at Raton ans.
tained.
Mr. Robinson says the government
this week at the age of eighty years.
Phelps, Dodge & Co., owners of the
Mrs. Keating came to Raton from will rebuild the dam to its former ca- - Arizona smelters mentioned, are also
Roxbury, Pa., twenty years ago. The pacity. The recent flood allowed 7,000 the owners
of the El Paso & Southhusband and three children preceded acre feet of water to escape irom the western railroad, and It is understood
reservoir, 6,000 acre feet being. sttü
her to the grave.
that they have been making tentative
at Al held In storage. This Is enough for propositions also, with regard to the
In the Probate Court
buquerque the report of the apprais the irrigation of the crops under the purchase of the Maxwell coal fields.
ers of the estate of the late Mrs. Filo- project next spring.
Flsk & Robinson, of New York were
Inspecting Engineer W. B. Hill and the
mena P. Otero, was approved. The
underwriters of the St. Louis.
value of the real estate is fixed at $60,-65- 0 Consulting Engineer Saunders of the Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway &
and of the personal property at Reclamation Service were sent out Coal Company, and dispatches received
from Washington to InBpect the dam- from New York not long ago stated
67,660.
Petitions are being circulated In Al- age and are still at Zunl.
that there was said to have been some
buquerque asking the City Council of
dissatisfaction among the holders of
'?
Few.
Too
School
Teacher
the Duke City to submit to the voters
the company's preferred stock, for the
compulsory
N.
M.
Fe,
The
city
Santa
the proposition of extending the
reason that no dividends had been paid
In
enforced
1910.
be
law
cannot
education
census
In
of
the
time for
limits
since the company was incorporated.
The petition Is receiving numerous sig- many districts on aocamit of dearth o( It. is understood that this dissatisfacschool teachers, according to the ter- tion furnishes another motive for the
....
natures.
Mrs. B. M. Young, aged 67 years, of ritorial superintendent, and that de- company's desire to sell, If possible,
Spruce, Mo., died at Estancia, a few spite the fact that more certificates though the reason for the nondeclara-tio- n
hours after her, arrival at the home of to teach were Issued this year than
of dividends Is said to be that all
her daughters, the Misses Amead and ever before.
profits have been applied in improvetwenty
county
Guadaloupe
needs
Laura Young. Her husband, who was
ments and In keeping up the Interest
on his ranch near Estancia, did not get more teachers, Union county fifteen, on the bonds.
to Estancia in time to see his wife and Quay and other counties a large
number.
alive.
When the crest of the flood in the
Bernalillo county sal
The
Rio Grande, reached the Leasburg diFaywood Hot Springs.
ary cases Involving the payment of 4
version dam near Engle It was for a
Santa Fe, N. M. The Faywood Hot time
per cent, commissions to former Asses10,000 second feet but dropped to
incorporated,
Company,
was
Springs
and former
sor Slgfried Grunsfeld
9,000 second feet before evening.
$100,000,
headquarters
capital
at
and
Treasurer John S. Beaven which were
The accumulation of four day's mall
decided In favor of the latter, have Faywood. Grand county. The Incor- from California and points south arH.
Betts
porators
H.
are
and
directors
county
to
by
appealed
Bernalillo
been
of Silver City, and Thomas D. McDer-mot- t rived at toanta Fe over the Santa Fe
the Territorial Supreme Court.
and Charles D. McDermott of and was delivered as much as four
The annual meeting and election of
days late.
Faywood.
officers of the New Mexico Bar AssociAmado Hidalgo was arrested at Las
ation will be held at Albuquerque on
Vegas for Kicking a boy named RusForest Funds.
October 14 and 15. The Albuquerque
Santa Fe, N. M. Governor Curry sell Suhnea out of a butcher shop.
Via
will nmvlla fnr anoalrara nrnirpatii
Hidalgo was fined $25 but has appealed
According to cus- - "
.i- -. . s
and entertainment.
case.
torn the presidency of the association As' culture that New Mexico share the
The new smoke stask of the Santa
f thp forest apportionment this year is
oomes this year to the Fourth judicial
Fe Water and Light Company has been
district.
rlved from the eleven national forests placed In position at Santa Fe, and is
The damage caused by the break in
in New Mexico.
attracting great attention because of
the Bluewater dam west of Albuquerlis enormous size,
ihe stack is 126
que, was exaggerated by first reports.
The city council of Las Vegas has feet and seven inches high. Another
The dam 1b only partly damaged and
V. Clark to succeed similar stack will shortly be placed in
farmers did not lose all their crops. elected Herbert
The flood swept across waste lands H. G. Coors, Jr., as city attorney of position, making the two largest in
the county.
Las Vegas.
tnat were not under cultivation.
a
At Vaughn, Guadalupe county
At Las Vegas the following mar-bee- n
A. B. Crawford of Pennsylvania, has
e
cloudburst occurred covering the surassigned this district as postof- - rla5e censes have been granted:
country
rounding
Baca,
with
water.
Th
Eloísa
the
Sandoval end
inspector with headquarters
damage was slight.
15 vears old. of Conzales;
Albuquerque. He has brought
bis latter
Barros and Juvencio Garcia,
Adelaida
family to the Duke City and will be- Chaperlto; Desiderio Montoya and
Big Fair Planned.
gin active work at once. Mr. Craw- ford has been In the postal service the! Antonio Armijo of East Las Vegas;
The twenty-nintNew Mexico Fair
past twelve years, principally In the;charles Lake and Emma Shaikley of at Albuquerque next month will be
railway mail service and comes highly Granby, Colorado.
the Mecca of stockmen from all over
The first real airship ever seen In the Southwest.
recommended.
The exhibits of live
over the fair stock are to be on a far more preHon. E. A. Miera and Venceslao Albuquerque will tioat
by day and the city by night
grounds
tentious scale than ever before attemptMiera of Sandoval county, appeared
during the territorial fair next month. ed and the flocks and herrts of
the
before the board of county commisdaily
will
flights
ship
three
make
The
Southwest ranges will uo represented
sioners of Bernalillo county at Albunight
flight
being
fair,
during
the
the
by the pick of the finest animals fn
querque and made counterclaim on
bird-- i
competition for the handsome prizes
part of bandoval county for $4.000 especially Interesting because the
be followed
by
will
a
like
machine
to
to be awarded during the exposition.
the
claim
back taxes as an ofiset
searchlight In Its flight through the
county
Berby
the
of
$9,500
Interest
'
of
The Hereford cattle displays are to
nalillo on the unpaid Indebtedness of heavens.
be especially fine and the competiformerly
Downing,
.
James
a Las tion among the cattle raiserB will be
Sandoval county to Bernalllll county.
Vpírn
nrlnter. has heen sentecpd tn extremely keen.
,
The board of county commissioners gerve a term of five yl,arg ln ,
Tcxas
A beautiful silver cup of original deof Bernaluio county assented to a set-- i penItentlary or perjury. Sentence was
sign has been offered for the best
i
uemeni oi tne nerimiiuu
Imposed at Amarillo, Texas.
mixed exhibit of Hereford cattle, the
cases, Involving the payment of taxes
.,, h.. ,h hna
, exhibit to consist of not less than n
for three year ln one instance and; ,
head. The following prlzeB are
two years In two other instances of j colmty commi8Hloner8 at Albuquerque
For the best Hereford
taxes levied on the banks of Albu- - an corapaln(id that the saloons in also offered:
querque. The assessment had been on (0llr precincts did not. pay sufficient bull, $10; best Hereford cow, $7; best
$3; beBt Hereford
a basis of sixty per cent, which the liquor licenses and that the county Hereford
banks claimed was too high and the schools are thereby deprived of enn- - yearling, $3; best Hereford calf, $2.
prizes
fine
will be offered
settlemem Is on a basis of a forty per slderable revenue. The board deferred Many other
in the cattle exhibits.
action to Investigate.
cent, assessment.
prommany
years
Edward Men for
Twelve year old Gregorita, daughter
Umbrella Causes Death of Two.
Grant county politics and a
of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Bustos, died at inent In of
iteming died at Los Anresident
Santa Fe, N. M. Rafael Herrera
Las Vegas.
geles.
had his brains dashed out against an
'
President Taft will be accompanied
D. H. Trent and W. H. Trent of adobe wall, and his daughter Encarif a distinguished party of celebri- Goldwalthe, Tex., paid $50,000 for the nación was fatally Injured, while they
ties when he arrives In Albuquerque forty-acr- e
ranch of J. C. Carrera near were driving to church M Santa Crux,
on "Taft Day" during the twenty-nintLas Cruces. A beautiful residence northern Santa Fe county.
New Mexico Fair and Resources Ex- and fifteen acre orchard is Included
The horse took fright when the girl
position next month,
in the party ln the ranch. There are four cement opened an umbrella, and in running
will be the postmaster general, the block houses on the property for rent- away threw both occupants out of the
secretary of state, the secretary of the ing purposes.
Professor Carrera and wagon.
Interior, John Hays Hammond, the family will make their home in the
Henry Laumbach of Buena Vista
mining engineer, future in Parla, France. The purchasnoted millionaire
Merrltt Ford of the New York Cen- ers are negotiating to buy one of the Mora county, is harvesting 200,000
pounds of apples from his orchard.
tral railway and other prominent men. banking Institutions at Las Cruce.
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FAIR PLAY IS
ALL THEY WANT

LlxxvváSevuva
WYOMING WOOL GROWERS SAY
HARDSHIPS ARE WORKED ON
THEM BY RULING.

Cteftwses xhe System
Dispels

NO EVIDENCE OF DISEASE Acts

cods awd Headaahes

wawo, acXsVrvty

as

aLaxaivvc.

CLAIM

8HEEP

LEAVE RANGE
FREE FROM DISEASE BUT
ARE QUARANTINED.

rW for MGnWemen axvdJMit

Vi

9

tYko

manufactured by

Cheyenne,

Wyo.

The sheepmen

of

central and northern Wyoming are
up In arms over the action of Inspectors of the bureau of animal industry
at Omaha, and claim they are being
unjustly persecuted.
Shippers claim that although their
sheep leave the range free from disease, are passed as clean at the loading points and at the
stations in Nebraska they are consigned to the hog yards and quarantine pens upon arrival at South Omaha, because a few
lambs
are found. The sheepmen claim that
these
lamba are nothing
new, and scarcely a shipment has
gone to market ln the last twenty-fivyears that has not contained some

ilonmnP.

tK

CALIFORNIA
Fig

Syrup Ca

BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS
size only, rejular price 50 per bottle.

SOLD
one

FREAK

IN

SEQUOIA

FOREST

Tree Trunk That Ha Stood for Six
teen Year Severed From
It Base.

d

there is a tree
finí r California
trunk which has Btood for the last 16
severed from its base,
years
entirely
e
says the Wide World Magazine. The
stump Is 15 feet In diameter, and the
d
lambs.
trunk towers 75, feet In the air. This
. In pointing
out the injustice to Wy- remarkable freak is located near tne
oming sheepmen,
the shippers say Ccmmia fnroat reserve In Tulare coun
d
lambs are received ln ty, California, and was sawn off by
shipments from Montana, Idaho, Ore- lumbermen for timber. Through some
gon, Utah, Colorado and other westmiscalculation, when the cut was fln- ern states, are passed as clean, are liheri tha tree still held its DOSltlon,
not placed in the hog yards or quaran- and dynamite was resorted to to bring
tined areas, and that if those animals it to the ground, which accounts for
are free from disease and are accept- tho Heen cash nn one aide. After the
ed, then the Wyoming shipments
first charge of the explosive had been
the same treat- ignited the tree still remained suroo-in- v
should be accorded
of
ment.
If sores on the mouths
and It. war discovered that the
lambs Is a disease, and It Is necesentire trunk had been shattered by
sary to quarantine the animals and
the discharge and was therefore use
the section of Wyoming from which less for lumber. Accordingly,
tne
they were received, then there is not work was stonned and the giant has
a section of the United States where remained upright, withstanding some
sheep are grown that Is free, argue of the severest wind storms that the
the Wyoming shippers.
state has known, held In its natural
The Wyoming and National Wool position by Its great weight.
Growers' associations have taken the
Big Berlin Philanthropy.
matter up with Secretary Wilson and
Mnre than 50.000 children were en
Chief Melvin of the bureau of animal
industry in the hope that 'relief will abled by the authorities of Berlin to
be forthcoming soon. The Wyoming Rnenrl this summer on land within
sheepmen say the work of the federal easy reach of the city limits. They
Inspectors at South Omaha costs them were assiened Dlots where they could
one to two cents per pound on all mut- play and cultivate gardens profitably
with the help of their famines ana tne
ton marketed there.
advice of public instructors.
Old Comet Comes
Important to Mother.
For the first time in sevenExamine carefully every bottle oi
ty-four
years, Halley's comet ha CASTORIA a safe and sure remedy for
been observed with the human eye. Infants and children, and see that it
The observation was made by ProfessBear the
or S. W. Burnham of the Yerkes observatory at Lake Geneva, early on Signature of(
Wednesday and Thursday mornings. In Use For Over SO Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
last week. Two photographic negatives were secured.
Her Bathing Suit.
The announcement of Professor
"Papa, the stuff I want my new
Burnham's exploit was made by Pro- bathing suit made of costs ten dollars
fessor Edward B. Frost today.
a yard."
'Professor Burnham was the first
"Well, here's $1.50 get what you
in America to see the comet even
with the aid of a telescope," Bald Pro want, my dear."
fessor Frost. "Heretofore it has needA
llttla tAtt1n nt TTnmlina WiVftTfl Oil
ed the camera to detect it. We said ii a medicine chest in itself. It can b
nothing
about aeeing the visitor applied in a larger number of painful
Wednesday, even though our photo
ailments than any other remedy known.
graphic plates showed It, because it
was partly obscured by a small star
Many a man has sustained a comand we could not be certain.
pound fracture of the reputation by
Thursday morning about 3 o'clock, falling off the water wagon.
Burnham again saw the
Professor
comet and again the camera manipuHOT WRAT1IKR KNKMIES
OF ALL
IslbeworKt. TreatamntmuRtbe prompt. Us
lated by Oliver J. Lee picked It up. cholera
Painkiller (Perry David') which overcomes all bowel
This time there could be no mistake." trouble&like dlarrhoaxbolora morbDBand dyaentery.
Out of a total of 18 south pole exFast Mail to the Coast.
Washington,
Rival propositions to peditions nine have been British.
carry the mails from Chicago to SeMrs. Winlow'B Soothlnff Syrup.
hours have been sub- Porch) Id reo teethlntt. aoiten the Rtirni, reduce la
attle In fifty-siwlcdwUu, 35oabotU.
mitted by the Great Northern company flammalion.alUjipiUD.curM
and by the Chicago Milwaukee ft St.
Brazil grows more coffee than any
Such an accomplishPaul railroad.
other country In the world.
ment as is promised would clip sixteen
Dr. Plf rcA'R Pleasant Pellet flrtt pat np 40 rears
hours off the present schedule for the afro.
Titer regulate and invigorate stomach, liver
d
tiny granóle.
twenty-twand bowel h.
hundred miles.
The threatened speed war has for
nearly 26,000,000
are
India
In
there
contract for
its reward the four-yea- r
carrying the Overland mail from Chi- widows.
cago for the Puget Sound country. Alports and 'rom
aska and Trans-Pacifi- c
Chicago to St. Paul and Minneapolis.
It means nearly $7,000,000 additional
revenue to the successful road during
the four years following next February, when the contract is due to be
awarded.
Six Billion Ton of Coal.
Tha fulincr nf President
onnti
controtaft in the Balllnger-Glavi- s
versy does not change the title to the
vast coal areas near Katalla, in Alaska, which are claimed by several
Including
the Cunningham
combination, with headquarters in Se
attle. The geologists in charge or tne
united states survey oí Aiasna sum
recently that six billion tons of coal
with tha nnn- A (. aUht In Alaalfo
try only partially explored. This coal
.1 tn ha oiinorinp in nnv fnnnil
I.
elsewhere ln North America except in
Pennsylvania. Estimates of the value
of the coal lands claimed by the syndicates vary from, $75,000,000 to
ooo.ouu.ouu.

SICK HEADACHE
CARJEKS

Positively cared bj
ihmmm Little PUU.

The alo reliar Dio
tresaírom Dynpe pal, In"Tell Them I Found Pole."
digestion nd Too Haartr
On board the S. S. Oscar II., at sea,
Ealing. A perfect remSept. 17 (Via Marconi wireless teleedy for Dlisineu, Mbp
Mav,
Drovslneea,
Bad
graph to Cape Race. N. F.) "Tell the
Taste ln the Mouth, Coatpeople of America to have the fullest
ed Tonfrne, Pain in the
conquest
pole.
of the
confidence In my
Side, TORPID UVBE
I have records of observations made They rjuiaVe toe Bowels. Purely VagetaMa.
by me which will prove my claim. I SHALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
Bhall be glad to set my foot on American soil."
Genuine Mutt Bear
CARTERS
This was the brief mesag Dr. FredSignature
erick A. Cook asked the Associated
Press to give to his countrymen as he
nears home on the steamer Oscar II.,
bound for New York.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

Hi

f

V

4

success as a winner of souls.
Rev. Solomon Irick is helping
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY BY THE
Wonderfully with his singinff.
REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.
He came to us direct from OklaM. R. BÁKER, Editor and Manager. homa City, Okla., where a graJ. V. Stearns, Publisher.
cious meeting has just been closed
Bro. E, A. Fergerson will join
Subscription, $1 a Year, Cash.
us the latter part of tiie meeting
Rate for Advertising and Job Work and is leader
a
of men and pow- on application.
HE FORT SUMNER REVIEW

Bills due on the first day of the month.
Address all letters to the "Keview
Publishing Company."

Entered as second class mail
at Fort Sumner, New Mexico.

eriul

Cor

Sale 120 acres of patented
land, within 5 miles of F'irt
Devoted to the interests of Fort Sumner; living water; a choice
Sumner, of Guadalupe County, and of place for a dairy ranch; cheap
New Mexico.
for cash.

A Remarkable

PRICES

Coincidence.

Inside

MEXICO.
In the matter of Katz
Pardue Co.,
Simon Katz and J. E. Pardue.
No. 30: IN BANKRUPTCY.
PETITION FOR DISCHARGE.
To the Hon. Alford W. Cooley,
Judge of (the District Court of the
United States for the Sixth District of
New Mexico:
Simon Katz and J. E. Pardue, in the
County of Guadalupe and Territory ot
New Mexico, in said District, respectfully represent that on the 7th day of
November, 1908, last past, they wert
duly adjudged bankrupts under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that they have duly surrendered all
their property and rights of property
and have fully complied with all the
requirements of said acts and of orders
of the Court touching their bankruptcy.
Wherefore they pray that they may
be decreed by the Court to have a full
discharge
from all eebts provable
against their estate, under said Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
excepted by law from such discharge.

July

30, 1909.

((Signed.)

SIMON KATZ,
J. E. PARDUE,
Bankrupts.

ORDER ON PETITION.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THl
UMTKD STATES,
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
NEW MEXICO.
)
In the matter
)
of
Katz & Pardue Co., )
No. 30.
.Simon Kutz and
) . ORDER.

J.

E.

Paraue,
bankrupts.

)
)

This cause coming on this the 17th
day of September, 1909, for hearing on
t:.e pi tition for discharge of Simon
Katz and J. E. Pardue, and it appearing that notices of the time and place
for the hear ng, and copies of the
petition and order, were not mailed to
all the known creditors within the time
required, it is by the court ordered that
a hearing be had on the said petition
for discherge cn the 8th day of October,
1909, before said Court, at Alamogordo,
N. M., in the said District at lOo'clock
in the forenoon; and thatnotice thereof
be published for two successive weeks
in the f ort Sumner Keview, a newspaper printed in said district, and that
"all known creditors and other persons
in interest may appear at the said time
and place and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of the said petitioners should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court
that the Clerk shall send by mail to all
known creditors copies of said petition
and this order, addressed to them at
their places of residence as itited.
Witness the Hon. Alford W. Cooley,
Judge of said Court and the seal thereof,
this the 17th day of September, 1909.
(Signed) Alford W. Cooley, Judge.
(Signed)
Chas. P. Downs, Clerk.

j

Big double lots, 50 x 140 feet.
Ail
with water rights. You can have a garden.

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 25.

Iots--$100,-

care and harvest what can berais-e- d The cowman realizes as much at
on forty acros when the season anyone the need of the farmer
is right
that is, when there is and the inevitable fading of the
rain enough to make the crop. The horizon of the bovine, but if the
man who puts in hü entiie 160 newcomer would go to the cow- acres the first year is a fit sup-m- an
instead of. the land agent
ject for a return to the old home for advice he would benefit great-abothe second year after he y thereby. In the old days the
does it
The writer has tried cowman was glad tfl see us ccme.
dry farming and knows whereof He wanted to see th little farms
he speaks.
The expense of ex- - 3f which we are all so proud,
tra help will eat up the profits TBut he knows many things about
if a good croop is made, and if the this big west of ours, aniLamong
rains are late or sporadic he will them that this country tfias its
make little or nothing, his grass imjts for farming, and We
ll
be turned under and he rally wants to stay here and be
will have no other resource to tide 0ur neighbor. ,Tbax js why I
him over, and above all, he will would say: Donot.be too gree-los- e
confidence in himself, the dy. Take what you can and use
country and Providence. Not so wnat you take in such a way that
the plodd.ngiellow who starts on! you will benefit yourself and
20 or 40 acres. He has all that!others.
A dissatified farmer is
other land in grass, and can have about the worst and most hurtful
a few head of cattle or horses or knocker any community can
sheep eating it and growing have. Don't knock. Boostevery-whil- e
he sleeps.
He can fence thine, but don't overreach the
the small tract he has begun to veracity limit.
This country is
cultivate and will not want to run good enough for anybody and
his cowman neighbor out of the there is no use to lie about it.
country because the h. iters of the Don't expect to raise lemons on
latter follow their bent and walk Staked Plains. They won'tgrow
across an imaginary line to feed there. If you are going into the
on the farmer's forage at times. lemon business go to California
When the farmer raises a crop and buy some of that $1,000 an
the proper customer is the cow- acre land, or go to Floridaand
man. If the farmer will not try fight mosquitoes and malaria the
to run the cowman out, the cow- rest of your natural life!
man will feel like buying the
And, above all, know that
farmer's crops. To the cowman while you are welcome and we
the cowman the admonition is are glad to have you, that we
given that the farmer has come could possibly get along without
to stay. This crop of him and the you and would still do business
next may go back to the old states at the same old stand afler you
whpt'p at ....
mnra lint an- raina .....,
leil.
other will take his place, and we
occn tino nicai
coi.
"
air. ueorge i ocKey nac leasea
in its evolution from a wilderness an acres of irritrated land from
to region dotted with gardens and D. J. McCanne and will show
fields and orchards, are glad it the world, next season, 'what
is so. God bless the man with the enormous crops of alfalfa ..and
plow' and theihoe. Upon his ex- corn can really be produced under
ertions we must depend! When irrigation.
Mr. Yockey
ha
he is prosper ous we are all cn earned a reputation for making
Easy Street.
good crops on dry soil and it it
But this was to be a word of with interest that all look forward
advise to the newcomer who1 to his venture under irritat'on.
wants to farm in New Mexico,
'

j

home.

Foor.

.2

ut

Fin? building sites, overlooking Lake
Sumner, near Mr. Fred Williamson's

(Post

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE SIXTH
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF NEW

t

Payments

r.

C. W.

ceasassEszaaco

LotsLots
Easy Monthiy

Everybody is welcome and we
would like to see a large number
matter from our own county with us.

Office, Sunnyside, N. M.)
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00

natu-willa-

Recent census reports from
Corners--- $
125,00
Sunnyside show strange figures,
in July a census was taken presumably of all inhabitants of
Sunnyside precinct in order to
$10,00 cash and the balance in IS
enable the county officers to im
monthly payments.
pose the proper liquor license on
saloons in that precinct Deputy
By the time you have them paid for
Sheriff Brooks found 485 souls,
Upon M. R. Baker's guaradtee
they will be worth $200,00 or more.
that an honest census would run
over ouu, a new census was or
Save a little each monih. There is no
dered and at Mr. Baker's sug- gestioi', Mr. Perkins was named
better investment on the face of the earth
as the proper man to take the
than the earth itself.
Mr. Perkins' returns
cencus.
on July 19 showed 469 names.
Still safely within the $100 liquor
icense number that is, less than
The company will set out trees in front
300 inhabitants.
Upan the Perkins cencus four licences wert
of every lot you purchase-th- is
at no
Issued at $100 each and as the
sequel shows the school children
expense to you.
of that precinct, were robbed o
over $500. Now conies
it will only be a short time until all the
After the liquor license'
choice lots are taken.
had been established at $100 by
.inding the inhabitants of the
precinct to number less than 500,
Mr. C. W. Foor, School Director,
took another cencus, this time
for school purposes only, and lo !
LOTS-LOTS-LO- TS
he finds 95 inhabitants in the
jame territory. Nearly 100 per
C. VanHecke.
J. 0. Welborn.
;ent increase in 30 days.
Can
Mr. Baker explain his position in
O (SED
GEO
this matter and satisfy the parents of the school children as to
correct cencus of the precinct SOUND ADVÍCE TO
his actions. La Voz Publica.
and
at the same t me make a
k,.
.u.
ti,
oijuvvb
iu
inc auurc ouuuiv
NEW SETTLERS.
what straits La Voz is put to find co.rrect c!ncus of the scho1 dis
did
tnct,
which he
and he found By Jas. W. Mullens, of Ros well,
some possible fault.
The editor
of the Reeiew not being able to 895 persons in the precinct,
The question is so often asked
justify the purchase of the $375 which was duly sworn to and 'of every
r.
"What
aurroughs Adding Machine,
would yuespecia!ly impress upon
A
th- - rmh.
tn
frr!n
...U- which the County officers did not
tha
i ;
ling article of La Voz in trying "'; " "
y
nor does not now need and
"T"1
authority of law for pur- to belittle the Review, La Voz!
be
chasing such a machine.
And undertakes to curry approbation
Do n.ot
rey;
people
7 to alíe
by
advocating
of
the
the
,
not being able to justify the acai1 me mnu in alum, ailu
.
,
. T,l
tion of S. P. Morrison and Ricar- expenditure of large sums oí:
1 ül
'L
" J l"
a"vl.
do Chavez in appropriating to S. money on the public roads. The "T
,tou ?et - Th wnrnwiy
P. Morrison and Andrew Weist Review does not object to having
stock ra,s.ng country and the
$200 to be by them spent in build good roads, but does object to
who overlooks that fact ha
ing bridges and roads near Cuer- naving money appropriated lo lot
rn ad aomeexpenence
vo. La Voz to detract attention private parties to exspend with- - to purchase dearly. The greater
of the taxpayers from the man- out authority of law, as in the part of New Mexico must, from
Where
ner of the expenditures of the case above referred to.
the very nature of things, always
peoples' money, proceeds to try is your authority for such expen hi a grazing country, because
to dig up something personal ditures? Meet the question fair- - there is not enongh rainfall to
against the Review man. What !y and squarely. Where was the
No Piano hf8 ever beer, more enthusiastically endorsed.
has he found? Read the above authority and necessity for buy- -, bg d(n an(J outuness he takeg
.
... ,.
The Art'stic Case, the Lnty, Responsive Action, and above
carefully and the following, and ing the adding machine? These .,
all the depp,
rich Tone, captivates performer tuid lisate Lilt? iuesLiuiia LiiaL imeicaL crops so as to include a few stock
draw your own conclusions.
,
tener. The united verditt is that
.. .
.'.
The census of this precinct was the taxpayer, and any little dirty to eat what he raises.
ke about the
ordered taken by the April meet- - flins yu mav
Tiloso ía nrtfr o TviOTi tn
LOMBARD PIANOS ARE
..
....
t. ....
ing of the Board of Connty Com- Keview cos not answer these ui
who, unaiueu, can uiKe
rami
questions.
missioners, the editor of the
Review never kie by vhise
order nor for what purpose this
Mrss. Hlerf M. Slaker,
Grand Ave., Aurora, III., stays: 'l cannot find words la the
Knif linli laniruau
tu enerva ni, ap)recattoo to yon (or baring sold me auctt a beautiful
cencus was being taken until it
rctutly thii
tl U the most bfaatiful catwj ever naw, and the tone ia simply
1
sua
be
tu
trrand.
fiad give yuu auy tcsiiiuor.iat, aa I ibiatit tue Lombard sbould take the
was sent in, and accidentally the
lead.'
Rev. Geo. Dottbleday. Pres. Corpus Christ! Col lepe, Galeabunr, III., aay: "We an nslosj
matter came up before the Board
the l.'rtibard hi our t 'ew vork ti C" pm hricti, and It ib a pleattur to recemoiend It. It
m n buu.ui.tui iufetru miai wttu a a.p. nwusi, rch tuae.'
at the July meeting and my at
J. W. Purvi.iac, Ktütor Mc'inimy County Iarivpeudant, Seiner, Tean says: The tastr
OF AGRICULTURE
tention wrs called to the fact
meitt (Lombard l'i.:un) lil.s our m t t.tnrui ie expectation. It is Uut oly a rare beauty in
- onward tinish, but ti.e t. ne is lotmtí. Í lit rkti and bwcet Your firm haa provea to be
AND
been
MECHANIC
returned
less
had
ARTS
than
there
piompl and reliable iu its dealings with me "
five hundred, it was so ordered.
J K mes t PaxRon, Editor Prt, Parkerburr, Pa., sava: "I must aay that the Lombard
"To promote Liberal and
beautiful instrument, uud acrvt.it lo aatandard firm. We are morelhas aatifc&ed.'
scut me
I told the Board that the cencus
R. S. Knapp, President Federal r barter Co., Washlntjtnri, D, C, aay; 'Wi mow realite
Education."
Practical
l.y muay mnHic.il artist of Waohiua.
comprbpnive tria' ii tiie
aftei tti:rilnl
not right and as Mr. Perkins
HAOLEV HALL
( MORRILL cr ortetz)
tun. that it fii.ind tfennd to rm a, renard Iphs of price or snalca.
lery one whu baa tried tala
Administration Building
infeiruuiuat to cuihuiatic iu its praitte.''
Bede the eoum In Apiculhin and Envaeefmg, tKa
had sent in this list I was of the
,l- - f..n
..u
ji
These are samrlrs of hiindfc5 of enthusiastic letters
opinion that he could take the
Household Economics (for girls). 1 he department occupies an entire floor,
nine rooms, in one of the new buildinss.
ui every mail.
matter and show over 500, it was
The rooms of thú department include well equrpoed trwing rooms, cooling laboratory. kicVsi.
dimnji room, oftce. rrcihitioo and retf rooms. McFieHatl USe gnU dormitory) adoroV delightful
so ordered and in talking with
booie for young amen students under the enre of a Dean ni Wccnen and a Matron.
Doqt,By a P?ViggILloave lcvcstgtcd the Lombard.
Stenography and Spanish Stenography. There is always e demand
Mr. Perkins he stated that he
for pood stenographer, especially those who can write Spanish Shorthand.
making
Wu send the Lombard Piano to &ny reliable parí y on 10 days' tree tría!.
had secured more names,
Business. College and secondary courses designed to prepare for business Kfá
by easy monthly or quarterly pa y me: ta. Credit will bft
It may ue paid-fin store, bank or office.
considerable over 500, there the
give a to suit any honest customer. A discount allowed for all cash.
General Science. A
college course.
I
mrtter dropped until learned
Preparatory. A
course equal to that of the best city high schools.
Special classes of lower grade for students over tax teen.
GALE.S3URG PIANO CO.,
that the Perkins list as sent in
The oesl olarr ir th dlirlm mkn
wmI hi.
ikmiJ. iAn.fljk. Mali-the
paid 4.395.03 for student labor. 127 ttudfiiti earned ell
did not reach 500. Then as one
ILL,
tMuKBnflk, Mffldidly
quicad lauori.'on. íhe bod library in Ihe I emtory,
f
'fv
Ihir lyiahl inAuclon, buulioo of adco. dieip unol cooforUolo hvuij ocommntl.lionl.
of the School Trustees, I secured V'$1 Ucully oífoc
w,il"
'
C"loiro.
Addr.Mlli.Pmid.nt
'Ú
of the School
the
See the editor ot this paper for further information about th
W. li. GARRISON
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, N. MEX.
tB
Board and as a School Board, we
Lombard Pisito, and a special opportunity to (et one almost FIü SL
employed C. W. Fcor' to u0c a
"orne oü will fctt the bargain el his Lie.
j
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Our
ing nicely.

camp-meetin-

g

is progressServices are held

twice a day under our large tabernacle, 60x0 feet, which the
people of the town so willingly
aided in building. In order to
accommodate the needs of our
visiting friends a building has
been erected which furnishes
sleeping quarters for some two
dozen ladies, and a restaurant
which accommodats the entire
multitude, meals being served at
25 cents each and lunches of all
kinds from 10 cents up.
Bro. Bud Robinson, who is perhaps the greatest Holiness evangelist living, will be one of. our
preachers. A Boston audience
of some 15 to 2s thousand people
to whom he preached, declared
him the greatest preacher in
Bro. Robinson
America.
has
traveled from coast to coast and
from the Great Lakes to the
Gulf of Mexico holding camp
meetings and always has great
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FALL PAINTING.

Care and food are the requisites In
profitable stock raising.
No profitable
winter
possible without a silo.

dairying

SUFFERING .

Is

When the tins begin to show rust
discard them from the dairy.

TEMEARS

The weed which Is allowed to go to
seed means a lot of extra trouble next
season.

E

Feeding experiments
have proved
that silage is good in fattening cattlf
if properly fed.

J

n

Test your cows.
"No waste land on the farm," ts a
good motto.
The
farm Is where the
sheep are needed most.
The way to enjoy the fair Is to have
some kind of exhibit there.
Corn can be too ripe for putting In

the silo. Guard against it.

'

T IS not the throned and scep- tered king: it is not the
The root of a hoe like the root of a warrior Rrlmed with smoke and stained
It
la the oueen of the home,
with
hlood
helps
grow,
to
give
tree
it
therefore
who. under God, rules the destinies of
the hog a chance to root.
this world. There Is the center from
which radiates the light that never falls.
Clean water for the hens should be For I say unto you the sweetest wisdom
of
this world Is a woman's counsel, the
the rule. Have the water dish so ar purest
altar from which human prayer
ranged that the chickens cannot foul It. ver went
to heaven Is a mother's knee."

Senator Carmack.

Cold ' fall rains never helped put
milk In the udder of the cow or flesh

on the backs of steers. Provide proper
shelter.
Keep the ground stirred and the
weeds out of your strawberry patch,
You will reap the rewards of your la
bor next season.

Even with the flock which has
Current and gooseberry bushes if
set out in the fall should be well range it is well to provide a box of
grits and charcoal so that they can
mulched.
easily help themselves.

Easier to keep the hogs healthy
Keep the machinery on the farm up
than it is to get them well after they
to date, but don't go to the foolish exare once sick.
treme of thinking that every new mais better than the old and tried
The drudgery of the farm can be chine
largely eliminated by planning
systematizing the work.

and

Whi t was done with the cultivator
after the last time through the corn?
Hope it was not left out to weather.
When digging potatoes be sure they
do not lie in the sun. They will turn
green if they do and will have a bitter

taste.

Don't let the sheep get wet.

Takes

a long time to dry out their heavy
coats of fleece.
will pay you.

Provide shelter.

It

Last call for the state, county or
township fair. Of course you ought
to attend. It will do you good and
wife will enjoy It.
If the field is not tile drained and is
inclined to be a little wet, plow an
occasional deep furrow.
This will
carry off much of the surplus water
and make yoijr crops better.
i

one.

Open Eyes to Beauties About You.
One of the most important things
that evety mother should have and
teach her children Is an appreciation
of and love for the beauties In nature.
Whatever comes to that life this joy
can not be taken away, the leaf, the
bud, the clouds, sunset and stars are
each day a source of pleasure and up
lift. We have eyes and see not, as
did the artist's friend who was being
shown a glorious sunset which the
painter bad reproduced on canvas, he
remarked: "I never saw a sunset like
that," the artist replied: "Don't you
These senses of
wish you could?"
ours were given us to enjoy the
sights and sounds about us, and by
their use we see more and enjoy more
as the years go on.

More dairymen are following the
Tomato Catsup.
practice of keeping individual records
Peel and slice one gallon firm toma
of their cows and of also keeping a toes.
Simmer in a porcelain lined
debit and credit account of their en kettle for several hours with a pint
of vinegar, then add one cupful of
tire business.
sugar into which has been thoroughly
of salt,
Look over your fields carefully, conblended four tablespoonfuls
sider the varying conditions of your one teaspoonful of black pepper,
teaspoonful of cayenne, one
soil and then consider if there is not
some other layout of fields and crops tablespoonful
of ground cinnamon,
which would Improve the farm and one tablespoonful of mustard, and half
a tablespoonful of ground cloves. Cook
give greater profit.
slowly to the desired consistency; put
An old dairyman
declares that in pint bottle, using new corks
soaked
in hot water.
farmers make a mistake by looking
too much at the creamery, the price
Tips for the Tired.
they are to receive for their milk, and
When very tired, to lie down and
not enough at the farm end what
entirely
relax
for five minutes in a
their milk is to cost them to pro- quiet, dark room
will work wonders
duce It.
for a nervous, tired body.
Have a place for everything and
That piece of meadow which Is get- after using an
article return it to Its
ting thin but which is hardly ready proper place, then
, there
will be no
for the plow can be greatly improved irritating hunts which
destroy the
by a liberal scattering of seed followof tempers.
best
g?
ed by light harrowing. If this Is done
just before a rain so much the better
will the results be.

Not the farm work first, but the education of the children. a Days taken
from the school for work on the farm
Loco disease, which afflicts stock In
should be placed on the debit rather some sections of the west, has been
account.
of
the
than the credit side
investigated by the bureau of animal
industry and proved to result from
long
ladder
stand
Don't let the
eating certain poisonous plants, known
against the building after getting as purple loco-weeand rattleweed,
through with It for the night. A strong which are common in a dozen plains
wind might threw it over to the states. The best remedy is to destroy
wrecking of the ladder and damage of the weeds and remove the stock from
other things.
access to them. Ordinarily the stock
will soon recover when so removed
Pears are best ripened in doors. and fed upon alfalfa and other nutriThe time to pick is determined, first, tious grasses.
by their known season of ripening,
and, second, by the ease with which
The square or oblong silo are obthe stem parts from the branch when jectionable because it is difficult to
the fruit is slightly lifted. Most pears build the walls strong enough to
are marketed in a green, but mature, stand the pressure caused by the
state.
great weight of the silage, and the
amount of silage lost in the comers
g
associations as organ- will amount, in a few years, to a conized and managed In many of the siderable value. The best shape is
states now include between 20 and 30 circular. A silo should be more than
dairy farmers wtio own 300 or more twice as high as wide. Do not build
cows. The purpose Is to make an in- a silo too large in diameter, as the
dividual study of each cow In the amount of silage spoiled from day to
herd. The plan is to secure a compe- day will more than pay the Interest
tent man to visit the farms once each on the cost of an extra smaller one.
month and remain there for 24 hours. The main qualities of a silo are that
While there he weighs the feed which the walls be strong enough to withthe cow eaU, also weighs and tests stand the pressure and It shall be
the milk. This is done not merely to airtight. To get this the first step
see how nmcb milk and butter fat the is to build a good, solid foundation,
cows will give In a year, but also to commenced below the frost line.
determine the cost of producing that
milk and butter fat, and to ascertain
Hogging down corn saves the labor
the profits. He also makes a study of of harvesting. The hogs become the
each herd and suggests Improvements. harvesters and turn the corn Into pork
For this work the man whom the right on the field. At some of the exassociation employs usually receives periment
stations and on private
1 per cow per year for each cow
farms a certain definite acreage of
tested, together with his board and corn has been fenced off and a numlodging. Besides this expense there Is ber of hogs turned in to eat the corn.
an assessment of from 25 cents to )1 The hogs were weighed before they
per member, for covering necessary were turned In and again weighed
expenses.
when they had cleaned up the corn
of a definite area. This gave the exWhy not plant nut trees? Their act gains the hogs made on the corn.
product Is valuable. The accompany- In most cases cash net gain has
ing table shows the imports of nuts amounted to as much or more than
for consumption in the United States the market value of the corn, which
during the last nine years, and it Is makes it an economical method of disevident from the Increase each year posing of corn, since harvesting and
that nuts are entering more generally marketing are saved. Another value
into the food consumption of the na- In hogging down corn at maturity in
tion. This may fairly be considered the fall is the enriching of the soil
an encouragement for the planting of with the droppings of the animals.
nut trees. The values in the tables The value of this fertilizer amounts
are only those of the' imports and does to much, either when the same land
not include the value of nuts raised is to be planted to corn the following
In this country:
year, or is to be used for other crops.
1900
13,484,699 The manure Is well distributed through
1901
3.756,131
feeding even1902
.314,678 necessity of the animals
1903
5.038,726 ly over the entire area, and the breakIWK
6.478,806 ing and tramping down of the stalks
1906
6.154,615 places
them in a position to be quickly
1906
7,228.607
acted upon by the fall and winter
190?
6.31G.891
90S
9,563,742 rains and to be in an advanced stage
In this connection, Robert T. Mor- of decomposition at plowing time the
ris of New York says: "I believe that following spring.
Corn stalks lying
nut trees are largely to take the place on the ground over winter will decay
of the useless trees which are at pres- more quickly than when allowed to
ent planted for decorative purposes In stand, an,d flat on the ground they will
public and private grounds. The rea- hold the soil from erosion on sloping
son for this belief is, because there or hilly land. At the time for hogare no more beautiful trees or more ging down corn the soil is usually
attractive than those to, be found In comparatively dry, hence little or no
g
group."
damage is done from the pasturing.
the

AFTER

The majority of property owners
are under the impression that spring
time is the only painting time. But
the fall of the year offers severa advantages to the painter. One oi the
most important Is that surface! are
almost sure to be dry, and there Is no
frost or inner moisture to work out
after the paint is applied.
Pure white lead the Dutch Hoy
Painter kind mixed with pure Unseed oil (tinted as desired) givey a
winter coat to a building that is an
Pink-ham- 's
armor against the severest attacks of Cured by Lydia
the winter rain, sleet, winds and snow.
VegetableCompound
National Lead Company, 1902 TrinN J. I feelthatLydiaE.
Mahlton,
I
culled
ity Bldg., New York city, makers of Pinkham's Vegetable
V
WERE judge, and
Compound has
upon to name
pure white lead, Dutch Boy Paintev
mo new uin.
The penance for each
fven
Infor tea
offering
trademark,
to
those
are
sinner
years with serious
I should inquire before I gauged his terested a complete painter's outfit,
introubles,
female
consisting of a blow pipe and lead
shame
flammation, ulcer,
That evil day, what did he have for tester, book of color schemes, etc.
indigestion,
ation,
dinner?"
State whether you want exterior or
nervousness,
and
The Care of the Refrigerator.
interior decorating.
could not sleep.
The housekeeper who Is otherwise
Doctors gave ma
CHAUTAUQUA WISDOM.
up, as they said my
or clean
careful will often neglect
were
carelessly the most important food rechronic.
I was in
ceptacle in the home. All food should
CAN
HAVE 1
did not
despair,
and
be removed and the box and shelves
TH CENTS
care whether I lived
carefully washed and aired at least
EWRVNM
J""
or died, when I read about Lydia E.
twice a week. A dish of lime to abPinkham's Vegetable Compound ; so
sorb the moisture and a dish of charbegan to take it, and am well again and.
Mrs.
relieved of all my suffering.'7
coal to absorb odors, will be found
George Jordt, Box 40, Marlton, N J.
very desirable to have in the food
VegetableComLydia
Pinkham's
E.
chamber of the refrigerator.
pound, made from native roots and
Milk and butter, both of which-arherbs, contains no narcotics or harm,
very easily spoiled by absorbing the
holds the record
ful drugs, and y
odors of foods, should be kept sepfor the largest number of actual cures
arate from other foods. All strong
of female diseases we know of, and
cabbage,
thousandsof voluntary testimonialsare
flavored vegetables like
on file in the Finkham laboratory at
should never be put Into the refrigLynn, Mass., from women who have
erator.
been cured from almost every form of
When washing the refrigerator, use
complaints, inflammation, ulfemale
hot water In which a little soda has
displacements, fibroidtumors,
ceration,
been dissolved. ' In spite of careful
irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
washing of ice the drain pipes often
indigestion and nervous prostration.
owes it to herbecome clogged. Flush them with the
One of the Chautauqua talkers says: Every suffering woman
hot soda water each time the chest is "Husbands, let your wives have an self to give Lydia E. Pinkham's VegeCompound
a
trial.
table
point
that extra dollar now and then." He might
cleaned. Another important
If you would like special advice
seems almost unnecessary to mention, have rendered a greater service to
about your case write a confidenyet there are some people who have mankind
by saying: "Wives, let your tial letter to Mrs. Pinkham,
the drain pipe run Into the house husbands have an extra dime occa- Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
drain or sewer pipe. This is a most sionally without asking them to ex- and always helpful.
dangerous thing for the gases will plain why they want the money."
come up the pipe and contaminate
the food. Keep all milk and butter
COVERED
WITH HIVES.
covered, when possible, and in the
lower part of the refrigerator.
Child
Mass of Dreadful Sore, Itch
ing, Irritating Humor for 2 Months
Household Dont's.
Four hundred thousand people)
Little Sufferer In Terrible Plight,
Don't try to do two days' work in
take a CASCARET every night
one.
Disease Cured by Cutlcura.
and rise np in themorningandcall
Don't have the laundry work done
them blessed. If you don't belongto
on Monday as that gives a day to re'My six year old daughter had the this great crowd of CASCARET
move stains; do any necessary mending that would become worse after dreadful disease called hives for two takers you are missing the greatest
going through the laundry, and also months. She became affected by 'play- asset of your life.
git
gives time to put away the best ing with children who had it By
large sores
CASCARETS
loc a box for a week's
clothes worn on Sunday and getting scratching she caused
treatment,
all druggists. Biggest seller
In tbeworld. Million boxea a month.
the house in order after the day with which were irritating. Her body was
a complete sore but it was worse on
all at home.
her arms and back. We employed a
physician who left medicine but it did
A Crisp, Refreshing
Sandwich.
This Trade-mar- k
you
ever place two or three not help her and I tried several remeDid
Eliminates Ail
Seeing
crisp
dies
without
but
avail.
cucumber
cool
of
the
thick slices
advertised,
I
Remedies
and butter sand- Cutlcura
bread
between
Uncertainty
They must be served as thought I would try them. I gave her
wiches?
in the purchase of
soon as made or kept on Ice so that a hot bath daily with Cutlcura Soap
laint materials.
the cucumber will not wilt. They are and anointed her body with Cutlcura
t is an absolute
Ointment The flrBt treatment remost appetizing.
guarantee of pur
ity and quality.
lieved the itching and in a short time
French Custard.
For your own
Mrs. George
the disease disappeared.
one-half
protection, see
Beat three eggs well, add
L. Frldhoff, Warren, Mich., June 30
is on the side of
it
that
whipped
sugar,
one pint of
cupful of
and July 13, 1908."
every keg of white lead
cream. Flavor to suit the taste, serve Potter Drug
Gbem. Corp., Bole Prop!., Boftoo.
you buy.
in sherbet glasses, with nutmeg graNATIONAL
IE10 COMMHY
ted over the top.
1902 Trinity lullslnt, Nsv Tot
The Root of Altruism.
The three eternal roots of altruistic
energy are these: First, the principle
of justice; that there is a moral law
before which all men are equal, so
that I ought to help my neighbor to
his rights. Second, the principle of
charity; that I owe infinite tenderness
are
men
1
reasonings
of
IX the
to any shape or kind of man, however
not worm u
Bemnutin
unworthy or useless to the state.
-- Voltaire.
woman."
Third, the principle of free will; that
In
steps,
heaven
In
her
all
was
"Grace
I can really decide to help my neigh
her eye.
bor, and am truly disgraced if I do not
In every gesture dignity and love.Milton.
do so. To this may be added the
idea of a definite judgment; that is,
Stew.
Florentine
that the action will at some time tercutveal
of
a
half
and
pounds
Two
ribly matter to the helper and the
let, two ounces of chopped bacon, helped. G. K. Chesterton.
three ounces of bread crumbs, one
tablespoonful of chopped parsley, one
$100 Reward, $100.
teaspoonful of mixed herbs, pepper
Thft iMdcn of thta moer wtlt be oltued to learn
there is at least one dreaded disease that actenc
and salt, grated lemon rind and one that
luu been able to cure In all Its atases, and tbat la
egg. two ounces of butter, four ounces Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure It the only positive
,
cure new known to me meaieai rrawnmy.
on
uaiarro
cutlet
veal
the
Put
marcaroni.
of
disease, requires a const It u
being a constitutional
treatment. Halt's Catarrh Cure Is taken ina board, remove any bone and press tlona'
upon the blood and mucous
directly
lly,
acting
tern
flat. Then spread with a forcemeat surbxes ot the system, thereby destroying the
of the disease, and giving the patient
made as follows: Mix in a basin the founlatlon
streiLTth
by building up the constitution and assistbacon, bread crumbs, herbs, seasoning ing r ature In doing Its work. The proprietors hive
much faith in its curative powers that they oOer
and bind all with an egg. Roll the so
One Hundred Dollars for any case that It falls M
NEAR CHICAGO Six dollars an acre this
Send for list of testimonialsveal neatly and tie with tape; dredge sure.
year only ; alfalfa and clorer sure crops,
(JV., TOieOO, U.
Address t J. CHKNEY
no better land for general farming and
Sold by all Druggist. 75c
with flour. Melt the butter in a stew
constipation.
tor
Family
Pills
Take
Hail's
fruit. Splendtdclimate; pure water. One
pan, put in the veal and turn It about
night from Chicago by rail or boat. Easy
terms. Write for map and illustrated booklet
till it Is nicely browned. Add half a
If a man should see snakes in his
pint of water and stew very slowly boots, the most natural thing for J. T. MERRITT, Manistee, Mich.
four
Boil
hours.
for two and a half
him to do would be to yell for a
ounces of marcaroni and drain; then sherry cobbler.
W. N. U., DENVER. NO.
stew it in nicely seasoned gravy for
Place the veal on a hot
20 minutes.
Each oi the chief or.
dish, make a border of the macaroni
(ana oi the body ia a
and serve.
klink in the Chain of
ILife. A chain ia no
For the Housekeeper.
'stronger than its
Cookies and little cakes placed In
weakest link, the body
pieces
of
a
few
an earthen jar with
no atmnfar than ita
to
be
will
found
orange
or
lemon
cut
weakest organ. If there ia weakness oi stomach, liver or lunfa, there ia
be delicately flavored when eaten.
weak link in the chain oi life which mar map at any time. Often this
A child's broom, purchasable for a
" weakness " is caused by lack oi nutrition, the result oi weakness or disease
of the stomach and other organs oi digestion end nutrition. Diseases and
small amount at any department store,
weaknesses of the stomach and its allied organs are cured by the use oi Dr.
is an excellent article for cleaning bePierce's Golden Medical Discovery. When the weak or diseased stomach ia
hind the radiators.
cured, diseases oi other organs which item remote from the stomach but wbiobv
Powdered arrowroot is preferable
nave uicir origin in a oiseasca oonaition oi tne stomach and
to cornstarch for thickening fruit
other organs of digestion and nutrition, are cured also.
juices, for It keeps the juice transTie a frond man ham a atront mtomach.
parent and prevents lumping.
Take foe above recommended "Dlmcor-art- "
For cleaning down stairs, a stiff,
and roa mar tare m atroai atom'
plain brush Is better than a wisk
mca and m atront body.
broom.
GrviN Away. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser,
Oreen Corn Oysters.
new revised Edition, is sent fret on receipt of stamps to pay
expense oi mailing oajr. Send 21 one-ce- nt
Carefully grate six ears of new
stamps for the
book in paper covers, or 31 stamps for the cloth-boun- d
corn, mix in one thoroughly beaten
vol.
nme. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
egg, a tablespoonful
of cream in
which a teaspoonful of flour has been
rubbed to a paste and the proper seaFOT
Fva. PnlinnflN
Mix and make Into patties
soning.
Fry in hot
the size of large oysters.
Catarrhal Fever
infected nr
butter in the frying pan till nicely
inri turn
browned, and serve hot.
"
trvNtTOUIrjKllveilttt-lrivmaH"
T
(Sin. . ii,nn. .

wrtuiWI
Angels

like you."

Invelv

are painted fair to look
Otway.

"She moves a goddess and she looks a
Pope.
queen."
Poached Eggs with Tongue.
This is a capital way of using up
remains of tongue, if they happen to
be on band: Required Four eggs,
four rounds of tongue, a little salt and
vinegar, buttered toast, a little thick
gravy or sauce. Cut four neat rounds
of buttered toast and keep It hot.
Stamp out four rounds of tongue; If
you cannot get whole rounds arrange
the pieces neatly. Heat the sauce,
put in the slices of tongue, and heat
carefully
Meantime
them through.
poach the eggs. Use either a saucepan or a frying pan, and about half
a teaspoonful of vinegar or lemon
juice to the water this helps to prevent the eggs breaking also a little
salt Put a round of tongue on a
round of toast, and on this place a
carefully poached egg. Put them on
a hot dish, and strain the sauce
round. If liked, sprinkle a little
chopped parsley over each egg.
Frozen

Desserts.

I have experimented with freezers
and mixtures in order to ascertain if
It was not possible to make frozen
desserts easily, and yet not extravagantly. I have found that the following is the least expensive and yet

most delicious ice cream that can be
made. MakeB enough for 12 persons
and costs only 15 cents: Dissolve two
level tablespoonfuls of cornstarch in
a little warm water and mix with two
beaten eggs. Add to this one large
cupful of white sugar and one quart
of boiling water. Let all come to boiling point, but do not cook. When cold
add flavoring to suit taste, or a small
cup of sliced bananas, peaches, or any
preferred fruit, and freeze as usual
in any good freezer.
Then let ripen
for three hours. The mixture freezes
into a thick white mass with rich
smooth flavor of pure cream.
Minute Pudding.
Is well liked and
so easily made, is this little steamed
pudding which makes just enough for
four. Use one cupful of flour, one teaspoonful of baking powder and a bit
of salt. Stir In enough rich milk to
make a drop batter. Butter the cups
and put a spoonful of the batter in
the bottom of each, then drop In two
tablespoonfuls of cherries, Juice and
all, if fresh, sweeten. Then add more
batter and set In the Bteamer to
steam 14 minutes without uncovering.
Served with cream and suear they are
most delicious.
Fifteen

A pudding

that

Swedish Timbale Pastry.
Mix two cupfuls of flour with one
tablespoonful of butter and one-hal- f
teaspoonful of salt Add one egg and
nllk to make Bmooth batter.
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YOU'LL feel

u

better for work,

play or rest

if you

eat Quaker Scotch

Oats at least once

a day.

GRAZING LANDS

DISTEMPERS

SPOHN MEDICAL CO..

60SHEN,

itvn

IND., U. S. A.

With plain cord wood as fuel, tha
wall sided, scow shaped, stovepipe tunneled craft In which Robert Fulton
first navigated the waters of the Hudson river under steam propulsion 102
years ago, came to life again recently
when the reconstructed Clermont,
celebrabuilt for the Hudson-Fulto1
bad her official speed trial from
Caught from
network of tion,
Mariner's Harbor, Staten Island, to
wires round about
Robbins' reef light.
The Interstate Commerce Commisworld.
of the
sion received the complaint
Colorado Coal Traffic Association of
Denver against the Colorado & SouthBWSTMnOf!JWWWALTflS
DURING THE PAST WEEK ern, Denver & Rio Grande and Hock
Island railroad companies in which it
is alleged that their carload rates on
SYNOPSIS.
district,
A RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS coal from the Walsenburg
Colorado, to Omaha and Lincoln, Neb.,
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
op
story
a with the shipwreck of
The
and common points, is unreasonable the
steamer on which Mine Genevieve
PEOPLE,
and excessive.
Leslie, an Amerloan heiress, Lord Winthrope, an Englishman, and Tom Blake,
a brusque American, were passengers.
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
The three were tossed upon an uninhabited island and were the only ones not
WESTERN NEW8.
postdrowned. Blake recovered from a drunkDora Wilson was appointed
en stupor. Blake, shunned on me boat,
Reports of serious damage to the master at Hlgbee, Colorado, vice F. because of hie roughness,
became a hero
as preserver of the helpless pair. The
wheat crop of Argentina by locusts Warren.
Englishman was suing for the hand of
W. N. Reynolds of Boulder has been Miss Leslie. Blake started to swim baek
caused a sharp bulge in wheat prices
what wm left.
appointed civil engineer in the Depart- to the ship to reooverWinthrope
at Chicago.
wasted
Blake returned safely.
Right Rev. William George McClos-key- , ment of Agriculture.
his last match on a cigarette, for which
he was scored by Blake. Their first meal
bishop of Louisville,. Ky., and the
Treasurer Charles H. Treat has re- was
a dead fish. The trio started a ten
oldest living prelate in the United signed, to take effect in October. No mile hike for higher land. Thirst atthem.
tacked
Blake was compelled to
e
eighty-fivas
so
years.
States, died, aged
successor has been chosen
far
carry Miss I,eslie on account of weariness. He taunted Winthrope. They enThe 26,000 ton battleship to be built known.
by the New York Shipbuilding comThe Senate finance committee at tered the Jungle.
pany will be known as the Arkansas. Washington has maintained in the tarCHAPTER V. Continued.
"You'd find those thorns a whole lot
And that by William Cramps Sons ft iff bill the rates on collars and cuffs
worse," muttered Blake.
Company as the Wyoming. The con- provided in the present law.
tracts for these ships were let several
Secretary Bellinger emphatically de"To be sure; and Miss Leslie fully
Ball-lnger
days. ago.
appreciates your kindness," Interposed
nies that he intends to resign.
Attempting the part of peacemaker
is confined to his room on ac- Winthrope.
"I do indeed, Mr. Blake! I'm sure I
between W. O. Terry and John Shan- count of throat trouble.
county
Tyrone,
M.,
non at
a Grant
N.
Shipbuilders
in this country will never could go through here without
mining camp, Thomas Burch received hereafter be allowed to build their your coat."
"That's all right. Got the handkertwo bullets and died soon after. Terry, ships from foreign materials imported
chief?"
who fired the fatal shots, is in Jail at free. This will enable our shipyards
"I put it in one of the pockets."
Silver City.
to enter Into competition with the
"It'll do to tie up your hair."
Four men were drowned at Cordova, world in making battleships and othMiss Leslie took the suggestion,
Alaska, when a small boat, containing er vessels.
knotting the big square of linen over
a party of five descending from the , The application of J. W. Caudlll, her
fluffy brown hair.
R. Wright, R. F.
mine of George Esterly on the Mazina Oscar Thompson,
Blake waited only for her to draw
river, was swamped. The only one to Ixve and A. J. Scaff to organize the out the kerchief before he began to
escape drowning was Hamelin Andrus, First National Bank of Lovington, N.
force a way through the Jungle. Now
son of Congressman John E. Andrus M., with $25,000 capital, has been ap- and then he beat at the tangled vegecurcomptroller
proved
by
of
the
the
of Yonkers, N. Y. The lost men were
tation with his club. Though he held
James Hinto, Robert Furst, Benja- rency.
to the Une by which he had left the
Postmaster General Hitchcock has thicket,
min Mullendorf and David Piper.
yet all his efforts tailed to
The Standard
Oil Company has a issued an order providing that here- open an easy passage for the others.
deal pending which is recognized by after no bond shall be accepted from Many of the thorny branches sprang
company which shall cost
financial interests as the beginning of any surety thirty-fivplace behind him, and as
e
per cent. In ex back Into
a movement to gain control of the en- more than
Miss Leslie, who was the first to fol
premium
charged
the
of
cess
of
rate
tire country's production of natural
low, sought to thrust them aside the
gas. This deal, which will go through for a like bond in 1908.
thorns pierced ber delicate skin until
Balllnger
Secretary
of
the
Interior
a
give
to
the
within
short time, will
her hands were covered with blood.
Standard Oil Company entire owner- having been given his clean bill of Nor did Winthrope, stumbling and hobship of the Reserve Gas Company, health by President Taft in regard to bling behind her fare any better.
which controls the gas output of West the Cunningham coal entry leases and Twice be tripped headlong into the
conservation policies In general, will brush, scratching his arms and face.
Virginia.
overproceed to the
' The biggest gold stampede in Alaska
Blake took his own punishment as
hauling of the Reclamation Service.
a matter of course, though his tougher
since the Tanana rush in 1903, is now
registration
will
The
fee
of
mall
for
and thicker skin made his injuries less
in full swing to the creeks of the
be Increased from 8 to 10 cents after
He advanced steadily along
a tributary of the Innoko river, November 1, 1909, according to an or painful.
the line of bent and broken twigs that
150 miles from Fairbanks. Thousands
by Postmaster General marked his outward passage, until the
der signed
of persons have gone to the Iditarod Hitchcock.
Tne maximum indemnity thicket opened on a strip of grassy
during the summer. Nowhere are the allowed for loss of registered articles ground beneath a wild
new gold fields deeper than twenty has also been increased from $25 to
"By Jove!" exclaimed Winthrope,
feet, and every man has a chanca to $50 by the order.
"a banyan!"
The postoffices at Arvada, Goldfield
make a stake, there being a wide ex"Banyan? Well, if that's British for
and Yuma, Colorado, have been ad a daisy, you've hit it," responded
tent of gold bearing country.
General sorrow is felt in railroad vanced from fourth class to presiden Blake. "Just take a squint up here.
circles at the news that Frank D. tial grade, and the salaries of the How's that for a roost?"
postmasters fixed, respectively, at $1
Winthrope and Miss Leslie stared up
Brown, local treasurer of the Union 000, $1,100 and $1,200.
Taos, New dubiously at the edge of a bed of
Pacific Railway Company, at Omaha, Mexico, is advanced and the salary reeds gathered
in the hollow of one of
bad died Monday night from an attack is fixed at $1,000.
the huge flattened branches at its
Theodore Roosevelt, hunting in the Junction with the main trunk of the
Mr. Brown was well
of pneumonia.
known among railroad men, and also Myeru district, has killed a bull ele banyan, 20 feet above them.
among a great many other people of phant with good tusks. Kermlt Roose
"Will not the mosquitoes pester us
social and financial prominence. He velt hes been hunting independently
here among the trees?" objected WinPaof
Union
Nyiro
Guaso
the
at
and has been success thrope.
had been an employe
cific for the past forty years and made ful, bagging five lions and three buf
"Storm must have blown em away.
falo. He has now started out ele I
fiequent visits to this territory.
haven't seen any yet."
hunting.
Mr. Roosevelt
will
Important changes are impending in phant
"There will be millions after sunmove on to Guaso Nyiro to Join his
the method of handling the advisory son as soon as the skin of his bull set."
"Maybe; but I bet they keep below
rating bureaus in the various western elephant has been preserved.
dissatisfaction
our roost."
states. Considerable
appointments
Additional
census
of
now
developed under the arrangement
"But how are we to get up so high?"
supervisors by President Taft were an'
inquired Miss Leslie.
in force and recently the Continental nounced by Census Director Duraud
once
at
would
issued notices that it
"I can swarm this drop root, and
Herbert J. Baird, a lawyer, has been
bureau
rating
any
state
two," ex
yon
creeper
ready for
retire from
selected as supervisor for the Second I've a
which completed the proposed leases. Colorado district. He has had previous plained Blake.
Suiting action to words, ne climbed
Several prominent union companies experience in census work. The Third
had also declared themselves as ready Colorado district will be under the di up the small trunk of the air Toot and
the
fearing that
rection of Charles F. Hamlin of Sa swung over Into the hollow where he
to retuse
plan might be attacked by some of the lida, Colorado, registrar of the United had nlledt the reeds. Across the
to
creeper,
Slates land office at bis home.
decided
been
has
broad limb dangled a rope-lik- e
states, and it
Not until Congress acis can the in one end of which he had fastened to a
abandon it.
terior Department redeem the $;i00,ooo branch higher up. He flung down the
GENERAL NEWS.
worth of outstanding
cer free end to Winthrope.
tificates issued by Reclamation Service
"Look lively, Pat," he called. "The
Miss Sarah Lathrop Herrshoff, the to settlers who have aided in construc sun's most gone, and twilight don't
daughter of J. B. tion of government irrigation
nineteen-year-old
projects. last all night In these parts. Get the
Francis Herreshoff. a younger member This was brought out in the Presi- line around Miss Leslie, and do what
family
oi
of the celebrated Herreshoff
dent's letter to Secretary Balllnger. you can on a boost."
Rhode .Island, and a millionaire, visit- Twice has the attorney general held
"I see; but, you know, the vine Is
her
with
York,
New
in
city
hail
ed the
that Issuing these certificates is con- too stiff to tie."
fiance, Signor Lulgi Masnaba of Ber- trary to law. In view of that fact
Blake stifled an oath and jerked the
gamo, Italy, a former Jockey both In Treasury Department will not approve end of the creeper up into his hand
America and abroad, who obtained a payments to settlers holding such cer- When he threw It down again it was
tificates.
It will be put up to Conlicense permitting them to be married. gress
next winter to validate ail out- looped around and fastened In a bowThere was issued by the English standing certificates so they can be line knot.
"Now, Miss Leslie, get aboard and
Board of Education recently a sylla- redeemd in cash.
bus respecting physical exercises in
So widespread has interest in the we'll have you up in a Jiffy," he said.
receiving
is
which
schools
"Are you sure you can lift me?"
elementary
pellagra,
strange malady,
become
the warmest commendations from Bri- among medical authorities, that Sur- asked the girl, as Winthrope slipped
tish educationalists. This syllabus is geon General Wyman of the public the loop over her shoulders.
Blake laughed down at them. "Well.
regarded as 'n a measure constituting health and marine hospital service has
the first official recognition in this decided to issue a weekly bulletin deal- I guess yes! Once hoisted a fellow out
only
prospect hole big fat
ing exclusively to developments of the of a
country of the fact that It s not
While declining to go on rec- Dutchman at that. You don't weigh
the mind, but also the body, of thea disease. pellagra
is not communicable,
ord that
over 120."
child that requires development in
Suigeon General Wyman declared that
e
He had stretched out across the
system of national education.
nothing
in
observed
had
he
the
broadest part of the branch. As Miss
pedagogues might hoie" up their to show that it is a contagiousdisease
one.
the
hands in horror at the roU which the The opinion among the medical au- Leslie seated herself in the loop he
up on
board of education now assigns to
in Italy, where the disease reached down and began to haulThough
schoolmaster, who is expe.ted to be- thorities
the creeper, hand over hand.
Wya
long
for
existed
Dr.
time.
has
care
stow as much attention on the
frightened by the novel manner of asman stated. Is that it is
of his pupils' bodies as on the training
cent the girl clung tightly to the line
intelligence.
of their
difAccording to Judge S. H. Cowan of above her head, and Blake had no
lord
former'
Tweedmouth,
ficulty in raising her until she swung
Lord
attorney
Texas,
Worth,
the
Fort
for
reported
howdirectly beneath
him. Here,
president of the Council, is
National Live Stock Association and ever, he found himself in a quandary.
to be dying at London.
Raisers'
Association,
Cattle
girl
the
helpless as a child,
Texas
The
seemed
as
The gross earnings of the railroads
the country is confronted with unheard and he was lying flat. How could he
endof the United States for the year
of prices for beef this winter. Judge left her above the level of the branch?
ing June 30, 1909, were $2.4:17,385,841,
"Take hold the other line," he said.
Cowan says the cost of living" will
accordiug to the figures compiled by
show continued Increase next winter The girl hesitated. "Do you hear?
staand
news
railway
of
Grab
it quick, and pull up hard If you
the bureau
and points out that the cattle market
tistics from the monthly reports of is now short a million head of cattle. don't want a tumble!"
The girl seized the parV of the
the interstate commerce commission
The price of beef," said he, "will Increeper which was fastenpd above and
as given out at Chicago. The operatcoming
point
to
a
winter
crease
the
taxes,
up with convulsive endrew
ing expenses were $1,61 1,927.766;
now unheard of, for the demand is ergy. herself
Uluke rose to bis
Instantly
188,961 75, and net operating income.
supply."
much greater than the
I736.4!t6,)0
knees, and grasping the aut creeper
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"it's Only

a Beast

That's Killed Something

with one hand reached down with the
other to swing the girl up beside him
on the branch.
"All right. Miss Jenny," he reassured her as he felt her tremble. "Sorry to scare you, but I couldn't have
made it without. Now, if you'll Just
hold down my legs we'll soon hoist
his ludship."
He had seated her In the broadest
part of the shallow hollow, where the
branch Joined the main trunk of the
fig. Heaped with the reeds which he
had gathered during the afternoon it
made such a cozy shelter that she
at once forgot her dizziness and fright.
Nestling among the reeds, she leaned
over and pressed down on his ankles
with all her strength.
The lrjose end of the creeper had
fallen to the ground when Ulake lifted
her upon the branch and Winthrope
was already slipping into the loop.
Blake ordered him to take it oft and
send up the club. As the creeper was
again flung down a black shadow
swept over the Jungle.
Sunset!"
called Blake
"Hello!
"Look sharp, there!"
"All ready," responded Winthrope.
Blake drew in a full breath, and be
gan to hoist. The position was an
awkward one, and Winthrope weighed
30 or 40 pounds more than Miss Lescame
lie. But as the Englishman
within reach of the descending loop
he grasped it and did what he could
to ease Blake's efforts. A few mo
ments found him as high above the
ground as Blake could raise him.
Without waiting for orders, he swung
himself upon the upper part of the
creeper and climbed the last few feet
unaided. Blake grunted with satisfaction as he pulled him In upon the
branch.
"Tou may do, after all," he said.
"At any rate, we're all aboard for the
might; and none too soon. Hear that?"
"What?"
Not that yelping,
"Lion, I guess

listen!"
The brief twilight was already fading
into the darkness of a moonless night,

and as the tbnee crouched together in
their shallow nest they were soon
made audibly aware of the savage nature of their surroundings. With the
gathering night the Jungle wakened
Into full life. From an sides came the
harsh squawking of birds, the weird
cries of monkeys and other small creatures, the crash of heavy animals
moving through the Jungle, and above
all the yelp and howl and roar of
beasts of prey.
After some contention with Winthrope, Blake conceded that the roars
of his lion might be nothing worse
than the snorting of the hippopotami
as they came out to browse for the
night. vIn this, however, there was
small comfort, since Winthrope presently reasserted his belief in the
climbing ability of leopards, and expressed his opinion that, whether or
not there were lions in the neighborhood, certain of the barking roars they
could hear came from the throats of
Even Blake's
the spotted climbers.
hair bristled as his Imagination pictured one of the great cats creeping

Down

Below."

upon them in the darkness from the
far end of their nest limb, or leaping
down out of the upper branches.
The nerves of all three were at their
highest tension when a dark form
swept past through the air within a
yard of their faces. Miss Leslie ut
and Blake
tered a stifled scream
brandished his club. But Winthrope,
who bad caught a glimpse of the crea
ture's shape, broke into a nervous
laugh.
"It's only a fruit bat," he explained.
"They feed on the banyan figs, you
know."
In the reaction from this false alarm,
both men relaxed and began to yield
to the effects of the tramp across the
as
mud flats. Arranging the reeds
best they 'could they stretched out on
either side of Miss Leslie and fell
asleep In the middle of an argument
on how the prospective leopard was
mostly likely to attack.
Miss Leslie remained awake for
two or three houre longer. Naturally
she was more nervous than her companions, and she had been refreshed
by her afternoon's nap. Her nervousness was not entirely due to the wild
beasts. Though Blake had taken pains
to secure himself and his companions
In loops of the creeper, fastened to
the branch above, Winthrope moved
about so restlessly in his sleep that
the girl feared he would roll from the
hollow.
so
At last her limbs became
cramped that she was compelled to
change her position.
She leaned
back upon her elbow, determined to
rise again and maintain her watch
But
the moment she was rested.
sleep was close upon her. There was
a lull in the louder noises of the Jungle. Her eyes closed, and her head
sank lower. In a little time it was ly
ing upon Wlnthrope's shoulder and she
was fast asleep.
As Blake had asserted, the mos
quitoes had either been blown away
by the cyclone or did not fly to such
a height. None came to trouble the
exhausted sleepers.
CHAPTER VI.
Man and Gentleman.

The air feels like dawn," whispered
Winthrope. "We'll soon be able to see
the brute."
"And he us," rejoined Blake.
In this both were mistaken. During
the brief false dawn they were puz
zled by the odd appearance of the
ground. The sudden flood of full daylight found them staring down into a
dense white fog.
'So they have that here!" mut
tered Blake "fever-fog!- "
"Beastly shame!" echoed Winthrope.
"I'm sure the creature has gone off."
This assertion was met by an outburst of snarls and yells that made all
start back and crouch down again In
their sheltering hollow. As before
Blake was the first to recover.
"Bet you're right," he said. "The
big one has gone off, and a pack of
these African coyotes are having a
scrap over the bones."
"You mean JackalB. It sounds like
.
the nasty beasts."
"If It wasn't for that tog I'd go down
and get our share of the game."
"Would it not be very dangerous,
Mr. Blake?" asked Miss Leslie. "What
a fearful noise!"
"I've chased coyotes off a calf with a
rope; but that's not the proposition. .
You don't find me fooling around Id
that sewer gas of a fog. We'll roost
right where we are till the sun does
for it. We've got enough malaria la
us already."
"Will it be long, Blake?" asked Winthrope.
"Huh? Getting hungry this quick?
Walt till you've tramped around a
week, with nothing to eat but your
hoes." '
"Surely, Mr. Blake, it will not be so
bad!" protested Miss Leslie.
"Sorry, Miss Jenny; but cocoanut
palms don't blow over every day, and
when those nuts are gone what are we
going to do for the next meal?"
"Could we not make bows?" suggested Winthrope.
"There seems to
be no end of game about."
"Bows and arrows without polntsl
Neither of us could hit a barn door,
anyway."
"We could practice."
"Sure six weeks' training on air
pudding. I can do better with a handful of stones."
"Then we should go at once to the
cliffs," said Miss Leslie.
"Now you're talking and it's Pike
Peak or bust for ours. Here's one
night to the good; but we won't last
many more if we don't get fire. It's
flints we're after now."
"Could we not make fire by rubbing
sticks?" said Winthrope, recalling his
suggestion of the previous morning.
"I've heard that natives have no
trouble "
"So've I, and what's more, I've seen
'em do it. Never could make a go of
it myself, though."
"But If you remember how It Is
done we have at least some chance"
"Give you ten to one odds! No; we'll
scratch around for a flint good and
plenty before we waste time that
way."
"The mist is going," observed Misi
Leslie.
"That's no lie. Now for our coyotes.
Where's my club?"
"They've all left," said Winthrope,
peering down. "I can see the ground
clearly, and there Is not a sign of the

beasts."

"There are the bones what's left ot
them," added Blake. "It's a small deer,
I suppose. Well, here goes."
He threw down his club and dropped
the loose end of the creeper after it.
As the line straightened he twisted the
upper part around his leg and wag
about to slide to the ground when he
remembered Miss Leslie.
"Think you can make It alone?" he
asked.
The girl held up her hands, sore and
swollen from the lacerations of the
at them,
Blake looked
thorns.
frowned, and turned to Winthrope.
"Urn! you got it, too, and in the
"How's your
face." he grnnted.

ankle?"

Winthrope wriggled his foot about
and felt the Injured ankle.
"I fancy it is much better," he answered. "There seems to be no swelling, and there Is no pain now."
"That's lucky; though it will tune
up later. Take a slide, now. We've
got to hustle oar breakfast ana find
a way to get over the river."
(TO BR CONTINUED.)
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Sounds Which Carry at Sea.
Examinations by naval experts In
,lali
passed,
and
alulost
Ibl
wireless telephony as to the sound
I
ijj all three, soothed by the re which will carry the greatest distance
freshing coolness which pre- at sea develops that a siren under 72
ceded the dawn, were sleeping their pounds of steam pressure will emit
soundest, when a sudden fierce roar a blast which may be heard 40 miles.
followed Instantly by a piercing squeal Next comes the steam whistle, the
caused even lllake to start up In panic. sound of which Is carried 20 miles.
Miss Leslie, too terrified to scream, Among the softest sounds which carry
clung to Winthrope, who crouched ou a considerable distance Is
the whishis haunches, little less overcome.
tling buoy Installed by the lighthouse
Blake was the first to recover anil
oard, which has frequently
beea
puzzle out the meaning of the crashing heard a distance of 15 miles.
in the Jungle and the ferocious growls
directly beneath them.
Old Heads on Young Shoulders.
"We're
"Lie still." he whispered.
Our children are growing more
all right. It's only a beast that killed
It is not the fault of the
something down below ns."
ourents nor of the children; we are
n'
listening,
u;t
the
and
Ail sat
noise
careless, and they are not un-r- :
a3
the animals In the thicket died ava'
tefnl.
The conditions of life are
they could hear the beast beneat!
responsible for the modern "youth. "
them tear at the body of its victim
amllien Zeitung, Vienna
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TO CONSUMPTIVES.
"Go to her and find out."
Edivani A. Wilson'! Preparation of
I took a turn or two up and down
aud Bloduettl from the original formula is
the room.
the Soveiian Remedy for CoiuumpUoa, Asth
"I'll go," I said.
ROOMS, 25 Cents.
MEALS, 25 Cents.
ma. Catarrfc. L Grippe. Couahs, Golds, and
"Maybe you'll be able to make her
all Throa( and Luna Malidies,
DAY BOAD, $4.50 per WEEK;
out better than I. I don't deny It
BOARD and ROOM, $5.50 per WEEK.
Thousands of people say Uiey have relievseems to me she loves him. I3ut pin
by it.
D. HOODENPYLE. Proprietor.
SUNNYSIDE, NEW MEX.
her down. Don t let her wriggle away, ed
Those who have used it will have no othwhatever you do. You know she'll
try to. And see here. Twining, I don't er, and reccomniend it to their fellow' sufwant her to know that you know fers.
It has cured many after they were (riven
about about the money. She thinks
ALMA SMJST1N
nobody knows but Ankony, and lt'd up as incurable by their physicions.
STY COUJM fATCK
For fnii particulars, testimonials, etc., address
kill her to find out that he'd told It.
SUMNER
C. A. Abbot, Sole Agent,
even to you or rather, to you of all
60 Ann Street, New Yrok City, N. Y.
others. Remember you must keep that
Mrs. M. Philion, Proprietress.
I aon t "Diieve we can reu.cn mm mal
from her If you can."
'
way."
SYNOPSIS.
me," I said, ns I took up my
"Trust
First-clas- s
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
$
not.'
"I'm afuitl
hat.
Department of che Interior. U. 8. Land Office
CI'.AF'TEJl I. The story opens with a
"I'm not worth all thi3 trouble." be
"Oh, you're not golnst now, are yon? at Kcuwei:, N. M., July 11. 1909.
aOw.H- - at a box pariv.
Ml
Henrietta groaned.
Well-furnishNotice s hihy-ifivtthat Sarah C. Smith, of
Wlilaianley
ed
siíitcr tti Bishop
AViiilanii
jtmt
I've
yon
come
::
from
her,
know,
BrntvH,
n. M., who, on July 11, litug. made Home"Shut tip and come alón? to bed."
over.if.ml Banker Aiirfmiy pmposM to
stead Jin try no. U670, for w -'
and w
and she'll be suspicious.
Why
not
brother lan
ficrbara Htuiliitfiuy. whiwe
1
"I tell you can't sleep."
23. Township 4 n, Eingc Üti K, n m
S.'ction
Dau was uiw of the
.ma in Ills employ.
give
her time to forget a little
It p Meridian, has hied notice of in tent .on to make
Prompt Service and Courteous Attention
"You must. Come along."
iuwn'e popular yomif nu-n-.
lan showed
Isn't ea'sy. to wait, hut I believe It's Final Coii.mutfitk.n I'roof. to establish claim U
lotn
when Attorney
imne
He followed me patiently.
land alxvo described, before I). J. Town lev
VwiiUnK
told Muí
libar retimed
better. J'rs. Ankony gives her dinner the
U. h. Oonir., at hw office in La Lande. N. H.. on the
?
Given To All Patrons.
"llave your man wake me at seven,"
Ynu'd have a chance to talk (tn aay or uvtober. itMt.
he said; "1 must get home early.
following
II Aakony
iC'if APTKR
T. J. Baker.
laimant namts be w tnsRes:
i
with
her
thore.
wouldn't
ac
sou?"
jla.v.
Lcng1,
in the nreHetiL'4 of Twluiuit.
Al)
L.
C.
William
Ira
Smith,
Leonard;
J.
When I had seen him in bed, 1 went
cused Dan of looiiin tlx banH. Twin-Íof Bunks, N. M,
4
"You're right," I said; "I'll wait."
sitting
l;.irb;ira perout Into the dimly lighted
rwfu sd to prosecute.
T. C. TiHotson, Register,
first aiuc 28 last oct 2
suaded Ankony to postpone lanlna proa. room and sat down to try once more
high-anAnkony
Mrs.
was in
d
be
to find some way out of the pressing
(THAPTRR III. Twlnlnc learned of the
coming feather tbut evening. She
HKagement ot Ankony and Ralbara. lie diflcultiea.
managed
to
veil
her
complacency
unNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ooaratulated both.
til It missed being objectionable. This,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
CHAPTER IV. He vtslled Mian Heni- Dun was awake and leaving the
Ha
however, was one of the few occasnitr:iy and feuntl her almost In tears.
at ttoswell, N. M., July, 17,
Notice is hereby jrivtn that PhtMii P. Kinnie. nf
old Her he had loved her, but feared next morning when I awoke and, hfar
ions which hart come her way upon Buchanan.
afifirtlon. liy Ilh bi.ii, looked out on the apartment.
N. v., who. on Ayril
lWlü, mude
!remuturel' announcingÜntry no. 147Ü9. Serial r.o. 01456.). for
iii'tlona alone
h told tnin aha rae.pro-atuwhich
Homestead
she
could distinctly congratu"Stay for bieukia.it, can't you?" I.
4
4 Seo;
Sec.
and
CURTIS & WOLFLEY. Prop's.
late
a
herself:
dinner
compliment
in
a
Sec. hi. Township 1 n Rantrti 2 E,
Minea, called.
V. Mrs.
Anson
CHAPTEH
M p Meridian, hns
filed notice of im.intion to
Sreullhy widow, proposed a marriaae by
you; I've got to get to "my dear Barbara;" a rerfectly ap- Nmake
thank
"No.
Final
to
Commutation
Proof,
abovt
the lind
'Hit
pointed dinner, too, and one 1 think descnlod, belore W. li.
'.vlth Bishop Vv lnatunliey.
V. S. Comr., at
firoxy
wiih Twining. The bishop home, but I'll coiue back alter I've
his office in Sunnyside, N. M. on the 7lh day oi
had tjeii pay. 112 attentions to Mia. seen Barbara, and tell you what's to most of her sruests enjoyed. For my- October.
IStW.
The Best Line Of Freah and Cured Meats
self, I thought It would never end.
Utreeter.
Ciuiimint nam r as witnesses; John M. Ponder
Most of Barbara's
friends were Haii' P. Newport, Claude Beckett, Nicholad VV.
n. m.
In Town,
there, and but few of Ankony's. The Muichinhon; AH of Buchanan,
."I've imaginen.."
T. C Tiliottson, Register.
Forlorn Hope was there to a nnn
firnt aupr 2fl liiat. oct 2
"Then you know th?t I'm a rid an
"Out CFsTown Orders Solicited."
seeking to present, an unbitrered
well as thief. I let myself be saved
Serial W2M
1
liy accepting Barbara's bondage. You
hart a kindred feeürg lor
front.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
1
oo how she hatee
them. Dan was not there. He slnioly
fttiow as well as
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
would not go. Bishop Winstan'ey sat
fclm. It was you who told me bow she
at K us well, hi. Ai Auk. 8,
fs hereuy jrivn that David H. WiHims,
on the left of the hostess, beside .Miss of Notice
scorned hi til the night before at the
liictirdo, n. M., who, on Oct. 24, 19(i7, maoe
He was ?!iElitful'y fluent, flome.stead Entry No. 2. 9413, Serial UKilf4, for e
Srrecter.
didn't change. You know
Pier. She simply
Towiishin 2 n. Kanire 2ft e. N
and she sympathetically attendant 'Meriuian, 'Ml. filed
that. She
took him to save
has
notice of inttnticn to make
The soft light of the candles fell on t inal Commutation proof,
tne, and I let her. Good Lord, Tom. I
to f.stablnih claim to the
aoove aescribeu, Del ore w. M. WedoinirUm,
jet her!"
her hair, on her pure contour, on her iana
U.
S.
Comr..
at Hitar do, N. h., on tne ítth day oí
Ivo.-- y
"I kr.ow
bow hard It would have
skin and her rale shimmer.'ntr ucioLer, iM'tf.
Claimant names as witnesses: W. C. Williams,
gown. She ate. as the rest of us. hut
peen to resist her p'eadlng." I said.
HORSES BOARDED BY THE MONTH.
J. L. Maxwell, J. N. Line,
E. Andeison;
All
"I was so sick I didn't know what I
lo me It was exnetly an If a C'oTesirlo of Kicardo, N. H.
ADOBE CORRAL CAMP WITH CEMENT FLOOR,
T. C. TiHotson,
Register,
or a Bottle"!!! had leaned from her first
ltd. She's more to me than anybody
HACK MFETS ALL TRAINS.
aui? 28 taut oct 2
pn earth, and yet I let her sell herself
frame to n'ble 9 sweet water or trifle
M.
W.
Prop.
HUNTER,
me;
heaven,
sacrithank
but,
SUNNYSIDE, N. M.
with a salad. Oucnslonnlly she
the
far
Serial 077(i8
fice Isn't consummated yet, and I've
but I did not hear what she said. . I
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
stop
myself
to
In
to
seem
time
it."
to
sonerow.
hear her
font
Department of the Interior. U, S. Land Office
say anyti.ii g. but when one look as
"I knew you would! I was sure of
at Koswell, N. Al., July 30. iiHttf
Notice is hereby Jtivtn that Ira C. Smith, of
It," I exclaimed.
she does what one savs Is Immaterial
lianhs. N. M.. who, on Aux. 1.
maoc Home- BLACKSHiTHING
WAGONWORK
"Were you?" he asked wonderlngly.
Barban v.ns setrtirant. with al" stead Kntr P77ií. Serial No U7t'S. r e
e
M,
c
s w -1 and
"Did you have that much faith tu
her old charm Illuminated,
It were
fciec. 2u, Townshii
4 n.. üttnjre 26
n m p
HORSE SHOEING A SPECIALTY.
pie? It was more than I had In my
by soruethtptr new and vivifying withhbs filed notice ot' iniention to mak
K.nal
PhkiJ', to estah.iHhrlairn to the Jamt
.1. M. KUYKKNDALL.
Sunnyside.
sell. I thought 1 meant to let It go
New Mexico.
in. I watched her with a slnkfns Coniinutation
tbove described, fcei'cre D. ,1. ToMucy, V. S.
pn. I went away thinking I did."
heart: surely she cared for Ankony
Comr. ai his odiee in La Linde. N. St., on the 7ih
my
of
October.
"You didn't know what you thought.
could not look like this. I to!r
K. P. Hawkins,
Claimant names as witnestfi:
myself fo half a hunr'rert
T. L. Lonr, T. J. Uaker,
Vui were stunned."
AM of
W. El. Leuiard;
Banks,
Says
N. M.
Marry
"She
She'll
Whether
Him
1
tllnper, anil after, finding he
"That's no excuse!" he cried, and
T.
C.
Tillotscn,
ReRintcr.
I Give
Up
Myself
or
rot."
"
only
ith
three,
how
see
men
could
ha had been la.hiug
rttpcirg nttn
li st oct ?.
frM pub Amr
rtance uron hr, I nroT.nt'v nut th
himself.
be done; but," with a queer settling
tb rout tbsr I might carry her of
"Oh, yes, It fs!
Shs can be very of bis face, "I guess there'B only one
anrt hevo it over.
CONTEST NOTICE.
persuasive, and she meant you to thing to do."
"Come out and see the rosos," J
repartu'ent of the Interior, C.S. Lttnil p'H"c.
field to her."
"Don't do It till you've seen me,"
H
N. M., Aur.Sii,
.seil.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS, LAND LOCATORS,
nt
"Yes,
It all right.
But I said hastily; "I haven't given up .iald.
A sume en., r n'at añiíí.v.t having- Ixcn fill
hi
''
"Mr.
pi;o"'"l pn th"m
Lhis ifiie bv iÜ'iri K ItfIpv,. ct n'pstprt, aicu
its all oT now. 17 cO""p b".ck to hop vet. Come "to me before you
S- - oi.
K. i. ..
K.
WítÍAr,
,.:.
'i'iiey
dinner
g.vo myself up If Ankony wants to to Ankony. I'll turn heaven and earth
are beautiful."'
SURVEYORS.
,:m, for (I'll acre?
Rivlirm
VvuV. or. con
Z n, Rantct) 6. hv l.ect n
he may put
bel.iaJ the bars. I'r to find so:seMnz."
'Tut ' e d'iln't show you the moon,"
Walin which it 3 aileifcd tht
esiestfe.
I sviiled.
not anxious to have that havpen, ail
to
o!rt
tivln
keen
to the
i Jeii'.e u wn
"Don't bother. It's no use. Honesta;d
his
ker, hftB fnf'H to
To Us.
way of chaffing sn i laughter ani sr and. aud tnai tutid tmet in not. rf?i.Ucd up( n, ejiti
I've gof a lot. to make good, you know
ly, I believe that. But she shan't maroted an-'- improved hy bhhI
arty i h reiiuiiwl h?
not frighten her tillo eel"s rttarrW
If he g'ves me the chance, Twining, '. ry him."
a a', said narl fr arc htirely nonml U appear,
(he
have
field
1, S. 25 East. 'Alsj
'Township
noces
of
esqond. and offer evidence touching said ulU'fta
ftvear I'll do It; but If be doB't well
He went, leaving tne to reflect anew "There is a very benifr; lai'v smil'n
'
ai hi acltx-- a. m. on Octoher T. ima, Iviure Township 2 North, 26
I'd rather be In prlocn than nee her on how much easier It Is to tangle i"t of it
instead of our fa' ;ion
V. M. Wedoinirton. U. ÍÍ. Comr. ;.t Ricírdo, N. M.
jiriJ ths" rnal
friend with the round face and tt
tnsrrietl 'o hlia."
w dl he held at 3 o c'ock ft.
thing) that to untangle them.
NEW
on r e ernterfi. lliut). heínrc the Heg'.síer and
I podtled.
vide grin. Do come. You really nns" n.
I had scarcely reached the office beíeceivei
at the U. S. Land Üflicc in R- swt ll. N. M
"
The
said
iee
havinsr.
contestant
tn
"J're been thinking," he bgan
fore he came. He looked bíNvUdercí
iled
3u. lCdil,
tenh facts which show lha'
She arose with a h.
"I s:n::osr jl'tero'uediliu-ence
"that maybe you fellows and uncertain, and. sitting down on
of tin's notice
neist nal
ns
we'J,
or
n'ay
you'll
he
peopMns
it
mailt', it is hereiiy riered snd dirette'
he
;ar.iift
hive
good
so
been
me
to
would
the other side of the table in my ptlv
ito
oe
a'-cnai
sutn
net
ice
tfiven ny due and proper
vtlh l sorts of tmpo.isib'e creature-!usPut enough faith In me rag of a man ite room, stretched out bin arrat
ictition.
to ternpt me."
T. C. Tillotscn, Register.
fhat I am to lend me the thre thou- across It and leaned over to mo. "Shf
Sep
16
went, through the FY;nch win
W
sand lo pay Ankony back. Would
jays she loves hirn," ha said.
flows together, and 1 found hr (
'
pu?"
"Of course she says that!" I ex
ihalr nt tl'e rorpes o' the long torch
Serial No. 695 i.
"We must find another way, Dan," olalmed
.
SANTA ROSA and BUCHANAN.
I turnsd it 3boitt for bur.
CONTEST NOTICE.
i said, dreading to tell him that I had
"Then you don't believe It?"
Derarinwint
United States Lara?
"Put it's directly in the light," she OHic.!. Roftwell. ofN.theM.,Interior,
triad ttat wr-r- ; "bu the fact
"Do you?"
July :tl. 109.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
ot the tatter Is that Ankony refused
A sufficient ernieat atRfiavii havinir beuaJH in
"I don't know what to believe. 1 objected.
thmolliie by 'I nonius H. Grandson, comeff.int,
"Kxadtiy. I like you in the lig!:t.
to accept my offer to make good. I lldn't think It possible before, jm'
gainst Hi.meBtead Entry No. 14946, made Mircl
Best Of Everything In Our Line.
The
you
see
fc-n.rth-efl(asKsd him to give me that prlviitgo In I can't
hetter."
itith ltd,
?n
l!6tl Acre
qnnrlw
It no;
but i.h
25. Township 1 n. Rantre25 E. by Winifred
"You could have seen me much ho- icetion
the beginning. But there must be
wears she does, and she looks iK
i. Horner, conteptee, in which it ia alleged
mat
way, and we'll find It "
tter Indoors, if that In a'1 vr-.want."
Wini.rrd S. Horner, has failed to establish hit
letup!!"
39 tf 34 rnp&hS t Tit
eaideme in Mtid land, and that said tract is not
"When dtd you see him?" he asked. yon think she's pretending
(To Be Continued.)
so as to
;btt.ed upon.eultvRted and improved by raid
GENTS
GOODS,
"Before there was anything said to maae It easier for me?"
party as required by law, said parue 8 are deteb;
lotiürd
to appear, respond, and offer evidence
foa. Ok, don't make a lues about It!
touching
"Don't ask me, Hemingray."
said allegation at It) o'clock a. m., on
When
Not
to
Wash
Face.
the
was
Uttle enough to do, goodness
it
iept. 23. 1ST 3, before W. M. Weddington. tf. S.
"It's lust wlat you might expect her
"Never, never," warns a beauty spe Cirtr. at
N. M., land thnt final hearing
knows! Any one of halt a hundred
to do, Isn't It? I accused her of it dallst who is engaged in an effort to
eju at iuo chick a. m. on uct. t, iwra, wi.
"
fellows and twice that kiany women
forel the I.euist.r ai d Inteivtr at the Lnited
but
she
only
laughed
me
at
and
said
rals the level of good looks among St 4iate Land tiffire in Koswell. N. M
would hare done It if they'd known
1 was silly to imagine
i.c- said contestant having, in a proper affidavit
such a thing. Loul3 wmen, "wash the face while
But Ankony wa stubborn."
lied July 3J.
set forth feels which show that
says
Ihe
she
him
refused
night
the
traveling."
it will make for a truer tf tor due dilieence personal service of this notice
"He wanted to make an example of
oefore
cannot be made, it is hereby ordered and directas
because
was
piqued
she
democracy
ai
when
the
practice
of
the
It
waa all bscause Bárbara had
me.
that such
be givon by at-proper pubitirned him down." The Heniingraj something he did and wanted to make belle in the Pullman stateroom and lication. notice T. C. TtLLCTFf and
n,
Harulo Hurd. Receiver,
forehead was flushed to a painful red him su3er. but that she has cared foi the gentleman who rides the trucks
first Aug 21 last üep 25
him all the time. You can make shall be one and the same In
the Hemingray iipa were sensitively
this Important particular. St. Louis Repun
ftgulver, but the Hemingray eyes were what you like out of It."
I drummed
on the table.
Serisl v224 '
I had lie.
fcshing. "He wanted to punlah her
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
along wltS me. He told her the nig hi nothing to say. Things were dim ana
Department
of the Interior. V.
Land Office
before when he refused him that the vsgué and hateful to me in that acute
at Koswell. r.. M., Aug
A
Welcome Change.
Notice is hereby given that Cecil G. Smith, oi
Hemingray pride was a bauble that moment. I did not know what I ben. Iflu7. n;ii:i. Tfnn..
N.
M..
"Now,
on
Banks.
who.
Sent.
here
is
goods,"
a
of
I
niece
wanted to believe.
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine.
Seeded crushing.
$1,00 per year.
Think ot it! I lievedwhat
Entry 2 unió. Serial No. 0"24. for
was remembering all that had passed said the voluble saleslady,
"that stead e
blight to have strangled him Instead
14 btc. 14.
4
and
Devoted to Scientific Soil Tillase the only exponent of
speaks
e
Sec. 'Si. Township 4 north. Ranne 2u R.
ior
right,"
iuoll."
between
ail
"That's
her
me
and
pertaining
to
her
of prrwitrlng that my sister shotld
N M p Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to
successful soil culture regardless of rainfall or irrigation.
engagement, trying to make some- rejoined the mere man who was do- make
marry him."
Fjial Coo ptutati.'n Pror.f. to eslablinh claim
the land above uescrilied. bfclvre U. J. Townley,
H Damped up m down my little thing definite and convincing out of it, ing a shopping stunt ior his better to
U. S. Comr.. at his oflice In La Lcnde, N. M., on
half.
"Now, If you will kindly keep the 12th day of October. .9.
but I decided that much of what I had
itting room la a fury of impotent
T-- W. Norman
Claimant names i.s witnesses:
deemed oesvinciug had been based quiet for a few minutes and give the
La Lando, n. m., F. P. Hawkins, J. C. Smith
goods
A Hand Eook and Treatise on the Campbell System of
merely
an opportunity to speak, I'll of
my
oh
own
conclusions and
"Then you don't think he'll take the
and T. J. fiaker, ol Banks. N. M.
T. C. Iillotson. Register.
money and let me go?' be a&kea after not upon anything she bad actually be ever so much obliged."
Soil Culture. Tells how. Illustated
50 cents
oct 2
1st acg
said or conveyed.
a Uttle.
" 'I'm afraid not, unless he yields
says
"She
marry
she'll
whether
him
to
Sublimity.
1 give myself up or not," he went on;
As for the sublime,
Jier persuasions."
it Is. even
Weekly, one year
CONTEST NOTICE.
"that It won't make a rartlcle of dif amona, the greatest geniuses, only
$1,00
He shook his head hopelessly.
the
Department of the rnterior, U. S. Land OfF.w. A combination of all threp publications as above for only
"He wouldn't listen to them before. ference except that It will stir up an most elevted that can reach it. La
1.6Q
Roswell, Mew Mexico, Aug 11,
9.
onneccssary
fuss.
Ankony. won't do Bruyere.
Ho set his price and made her pay It,''
A sufficient congest affidavit havir g been filed !n
anything,
by
otilce
Ivy
Vial
Iter,
of
contestant,
course,
against
thia
going
when
she's
and he shivered sncontiollably and
THIS OFFER GOOD UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30, 1909.
Homes lead Entry nf. Jr)8L8, matie April 1, llHii,
to marry him, and she says she la gothrew himself down on the couch.
for e
Peciun2ft. Tunship2N, Range 26 B,
Putting Handicap on Baby.
ii m P Meridian, by Henry G. UoJliw,
"We can't do anything
J ing to."
Perhaps parents have a right to be in which it is alletred that Henry Q. Collins has not
"Then I don't see arythlng for It
By special arrangements with the Campbell Soil Co. of
iald. "You must go to bed. You're
eomolied with the law in holding- said land and
but for you to leave things as they eacimtric but giving a freak name to ha changed his residence theiercin for more
undone and won't e fit lof anything
láncoln, Nebr., we are enabled to make the above liberal
a little helpless baby Is a mighty than six months Inst
t nd next pr.or to lilinar
are."
I
admitted.
unlets you get taaxe rest,
said affidavit said parti's are hereby notified to
mean thing to do.
offer, which holds good only until Septemder 1, 190.
appear, respond, mvi olfer evidence touch intr sitid
He was sot satisfied, however, to do
f U see IX t hare a bed ready."
al!etr.il!on at 10 o'clock a. ra. on Oct, 9, 19u9, beon
his
own
that
judgment.
"Don't bother. I can't sleep. I hated
U. S. Comr. at h.t oflice in
fore W. II.
Every
farmer in this section ought to be interested in this
Sunnyside, N. M. (and that final htarinir wül be
Formation of the People.
"If T could only be sure she Isn't
to set you out at this time of night.
at 10 o'clock a. m. on Oct. 19, lMA). be fore J the
proposition.
The Campbell System is an insurance of good
Ths masses are nothing but the raw held
put i Doped we might settle upon playing a part," be mused.
vnd
Receiver at the United States Land
Rffriiter
aiaterial that must be fashioned Into Oflice in Kcswetl. IS". M.
crops year after year; the result of 25 years of careful, painssomething before morning."
v "Then you're not sure?"
hcvinir, n a proper affklavit
n
fwid
con
The
t
ten'
people.
the
Ibsen.
"One minute I think I am and the
"I wish to the Lord we could!" I
died August 11, 11HÍ9, set forth facts w hich shtvv
taking observation and experiment by Prof. Campbell.
N( q
thai after due dilimoce peracntJ acivice of this
fervently ejaculated.
nXt 1 think I'm cot. If there wasn't
notice ppn not be mate, it is hehy ordered ,and
a theory, but a proven fact. You ought at least to investigad
'
"You can't think of any other ayf j
much at stake, I'd risk my own
directed that such notice be given by due 'and
Then T:;rn to Another.
"Not now. But we must. The trou- - opinion more readliy. As It Is, I'm
it for your self.
When you have set yourself to a proper publication, T. C. TUkrtson. Rejiister.
ble la, there's nothing to appeal to In afraid to do it." He looked at me task, finish it. Ovid.
Ankony, and nothing that I can get "Ha a sudden wlstfulness. "Twining,
do you you da care a little for her,
bold oí to frighten him Into decency.
8lmo'e Secret of Success,
Seems Simple Thing to Do.
The secret of success is simply do,
wouion t give a rap tor his morals, aon i you ; ne asnea frankly.
A spicy iviter snys: "While a man
1
Ing what you can do, and doing well of 60 can tiikf un Interest in the
bet hi discretion
"Not aIIttle," uald I 'grimly.
unassailable."
"I'vohaard thIngshinted,"hereSscted.
"Then will you" help me to make wbatever von win Jo. Home Notes.
In test tie
aud tie
he 1ü prtíbtji'viiij;
'
'
"but nothing openly suggested. He'd ' itire"'
his youih."
?rcJous, good jare of that ps,
'
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SEARS

Leather Belts in Paris

HAPPY

AS

FARMER

r
House,
Former Head of
Who Retired with $25,000,000,
Works In Fields.

Chicago. Richard W. Sears, who
has retired from business with
made In 17 years, took charge
of the threshing at his farm at Gray's
Lake, 111., the other day.
At five p. m. the man whose finan
cial career would have been meteoric
bad It not been for his quiet way of
doing things was out in the fields
supervising the work that the 20 men
who came an hour later were to acWearing
complish before sundown.
d
straw hat,
overalls and
as if he were accustomed
to them,
Mr. Sears surveyed his model farm as
if it were the only Interest he had In
Ufe. He refused to turn from It and

irpamHT patent

LfHTHER hOlf1 WITH

Parla lovei the pulled-iwaist line.
While she has held bravely and long
to the
skirt on many of
hor gowns, and, indeed, with an ardor
not known
in America,
she has
grasped the opportunity with the very
first gown that admitted of it, to put
on a leather belt, and a close one at

that.
She has worn this belt during the
summer with some of the foulard and
lingerie gowns and with the best of
her linen morning frocks. She has
strained a point to wear It with
dresses that were scarcely built for It.
In this particular fashion period
through which we are passing, the
belt Is frequently Impossible with the
.half-fitte- d
princess of the moyen age,
except It be the loose leather belt of
the silken girdle run through
slots
opened beside the princess panels.
The pulling in of a closely fitted
princess is about as awkward as anything that could well be Imagined,
but the Parisian woman, who always
finds her opportunity, has worn a
.shaped leather belt successfully with
a model like the white pique shown in
IN

DECORATING
varal

Simple

THE

HOUSE

But Most Important

Principles Which Should Be
Understood.

-

There are a few principles, simple
but most Important, which should be
understood by every woman who sets
out to be her own Interior decorator.
Do not hang curtains of one color
Against a wallpaper of another.
It possible to avoid do not put dif-- '
Cerent papers on the walls of rooms
jthich adjoin, with wide archways or
folding doors between.
If It Is necessary, the character of
the rooms, to have slightly different
kinds of paper, let them be as near
alike as possible in color. The design
does not make so much difference.
Do not join carpets of opposite coV
ors.
When it is not possible to have carpets alike in rooms Joined by wide
openings, a rug should be laid over
the seam to hide it.
Oriental rugs, beautiful as they are,
In a
should be used with discretion.
room they are
small,
likely to "howl" at each other.
They are very good when used to
room.
light up a
many-colore-

one-ton- e

TUSSAH SILK WAIST.

I

The cut of this dress,
although including the long hip and
suggesting the watteau plait from
yoke to belt, Is such that it admits
of a decided waist Une. This shaped
belt of shiny leather is made of three
pieces, which fit it about the figure
very snugly.
The straight patent leather worn
with the striped linen morning frock,
although made of one piece, is also an
outlined belt and fastened with a
square leather covered buckle.
Now, the French woman oversteps
the mark when she wears her beloved
shiny belt with the fitted foulard gown
of princess cut, but to her the girdle
seems an Irresistible accessory. ParisRichard W. Sears.
ians always feel privileged to perform
look
over the 17 years that
backward
making,
remarkable feats in fashion
but fortunately the sensible American have elapsed since he left his post as
She will, in telegraph operator in Redwood Falls,
is given to adaptations.
business
all probability, wear the extreme pat- Minn., to start the mall-orde- r
ent leather, but instinctively with that has grown into the greatest in
world.
gowns made for It; with models hav- the
"I'm awfully busy," he declared. "I
ing a blouse and Bkirt and a distinct
waist line. The leather belt is at its have to look after the threshers and
I haven't
best worn with a turnover collar and get this work done
d
or with a Puritan col-'- I any time to talk about myself. Never
a
did have," he added, with a merry
lar and Windsor tie.
twinkle of his eye.
"Farmer" Sears, who has announced
THE BANG IS HERE AGAIN that he Intends to devote the rest of
his time to his family and his farm, Is
by the Ma- only 45 years old. He was a telegraph
It Will Be Worn
operator of a wayside station when an
jority of Women Next
eastern watch manufacturer sent him
Winter.
a watch with the privilege of returning
Although much protest was made it it he could not sell It. He found
last winter about the
that he could sell that watch and
of the "bang" across the forehead, it many more. So large did the watch
seems to be rather firmly Intrenched
trade he established become that he
resigned his position and went to Min
now.
i
The majority of women will wear neapolis.
It this winter. ' In large measure it
Two years later he came to Chicago
will be becoming.
It will compel and began the business career that
women to lift from their foreheads ended recently with the sale of his
mass of hair, now stock in Sears, Roebuck & Co., to a
that
the fashion, and substitute It with New York syndicate and his retire
a tiny, wavy fringe. "
ment with great wealth.
Mr. Sears' family is enjoying the
It Is absurd to cut the hair to make
this bang. One can buy it by the farm life as much as the head of the
piece in any hair shop and attach It house. His four children two boys
under one's own hair by an invisible and two girls have been reveling in
hairpin.
rural domesticity and say they want to
One should be extra careful not to be farmers too.
get It thick or straight.
The poodle bang, once so fashion HALL OF CHRIST IS UNIQUE
able in the eighties of the ninteeenth
century, also promises to return. It Aula Chrlstl at Chautauqua, N, Y,
has already done so in Paris, but
Only Building of Its Kind In
there it, like the wavy fringe, only
the World.
accompanies the flattened pompadour.
Both of these have been introduced
Chautauqua, N. Y. The dedication
to give softness to a forehead from of
the Aula Christ! or Hall of Christ
which the hair has been lifted, and the only building of its kind in the
also to give a showing of hair under world, took place recently In this city.
the hat.
The one who first proposed the idea
They should never be worn with 16 years ago, Bishop John H. Vincent,
the hair severely parted in front.
gave the dedication address.
This new building to be devoted ex
White Net Frock.
clusively to the study of Christ, was
A Btandard white dress, and the
erected at a cost of about $40,000. The
most advisable If you are making it largest single contributions
to its
right now, is the point d'esprlt or fine ereotion were $10,000 from the Massey
wash net, for the very obvious reason
In Toronto; $5,000 from Miss
estate
that the whole season is no longer
rielen Gould and $3,000 from the es
before you, and you, therefore, will tate
of N. T. Arnold. The last xiz,
not want to make a dress for summer 000 for
its completion was given by
only. The point d'esprlt dress Is
Chautauquas at a single meeting last
most useful as well as a beautiful lit- year. The building is constructed of
tle dancing frock.' if it be made In white Roman brick, stone, steel and
one of the pretty fluffy ways that white
terra cotta. The windows are
these sheer dresses naturally call for, all of historic significance presenting
the yoke and lower sleeves may later in chronological order events in the
be removed and a bit of lace added life of Christ.
as a finish. With the addition of little
All the books which have been writwreaths of artlnclal pink roses or ten upon the life Christ, including a
small bunches of red rambler roses, very large library dealing with the
the frock will be Ideal for winter eve interpretations of Christ, and Christ
)
nings. ;
in ethics, in social science and in

the picture.

NEW

TIHIIR

Wilbur

7&b

D

Nesbit.

Annual ó

What was the deed
Of which they chattel

As gossi',41 feed
On some smuli matter'.

Eaeh August they
Seem to remember
And fuss away
All through September.
"She did!" Haya one:
"Did not!" another.

And thus begun
They try to smother

Eaeh other's cries
By louder calling
Until the skies
Repeat their bawling.
Was It a sin.
Or error weighty,
That came within
The life of Katy?
One lifts his voice
Just to attack her
And ten rejoice
Right then to back her.
And all their tones
(et in a tanale:
One side condones.

h

of decoration.
Blouse of tusBah silk trimmed in an
original way ' with fagoted bands of
the same material. The jabot is of
the silk and lace.
The sleeves, trimmed to correspond,
have a tucked Btrap of the silk on the
outside, finished with the lace.
Use Twisted Cotton.
Some women waste their time In
feather-stitchin- g
dainty garments with
embroidery thread. The embroidery
being
soft, when the garment
thread
Is laundered It Is pressed into the material and loses its Individuality.
Twisted cotton, which comes by the
ball In various numbers, and which
is sometimes used for crocheting, Is
the most satisfactory thread with
which to do this dainty work.
.
Remedy for Burns.
A simple remedy for burns is made
by adding to a cupful of olive oil a
teaspoonful of carbolic acid. Apply
bandage soaked In the mixture.

The

lower

end

of

each ribbon is looped through a brass
ring and hemmed. These rings are
not covered. To make this an accept
able present, each ring is filled with
safety pins, slipped on and clasped,
Two sizes of black pins may be used
Aula Chrlstl, or Hall of Christ,
and three of nickel, including the
very smallest shield pins.
modern civilization, are soon to be
collected In one room of this hall. In
Gingham Cushion Covers.
another room wUl be collected and
Pretty cushion covers are made of placed in easily accessible files copies
dress gingham in plain colors, old of all the engravings or other pictures
rose, Alice blue, green or yellow, to of Christ which the art of ages has
correspond with the color scheme of brought within reach. In charge of
the room. The covers are feather the library And engravings will be a
stitched in white to Inclose inside the curator. A beautiful main audience
edge and are finished with buttons room wiU be used exclusively for apand buttonholes, so that they can be propriate meetings. Already these
meetings are being held In the new
laundered when necessary.
building. Later courses in study are
Learn to Relax.
to be Inaugurated in the Ufe, words
Relaxation is the secret of taking and deeds of Christ and In the resulta
the mental, moral and physical kinks of his teachings. These courses are
out of one's system In the warm to tie conducted for both old and
weather. It will take all the unsight young. A special service is to be held
ly Unes from your face and prevent In this building at least once a month
throughout the entire year.
new ones from forming.

WOMEN'S

Down on the Farm.
Arrival What time do the
summer boarders begin to thin out
down here?
Farmer Ryeton Wall, neighbor.
they get thinner and thinner every
week until about the last of September they are so thin they cut the
hammocks through and then we ship
them back to town. Chicago News.

New

How to Make a Bad Back Better.
Women who suffer with backache.
bearing down pains, dizy spells and
that constant feeling
of dullness and tiredness, will find hope
in the advice of Mrs.
Mary Hinson of 21

Mr. Rockefeller

to read the "Life

St, Mt. and does not add parenthetically, "if
Sterling, Ky. "Had Doctor Eliot includes it in his shelf of
I not used Doan's books."
Kidney Pills, I be
Fall Song.
lieve I would not be living today," says
honey, de summeh am
"My eyesight was poor, Farewell, mah
Mrs. Hinson.
gwlne,
I suffered with nervous, splitting headaches, spots would dance before my De peach tree's bahe and de melon
vine dyin'.
eyes and at times I would be so dizzy
I would have to grasp something for En de 'l'l folks am toddlin' back to
school.
support. My back was so weak and
painful I could hardly bend over to but Down in de woods de dry lebes scatteh.
ton my shoes and could not get around
without suffering severely. Doan's Kid En de jay buhd soun's his mouhnful
call;
ney Pills helped me from the first, and
continued until practically well But, cheeh up, man, Br"er Possum's
gittin' fatteh.
again."
Remember the name Doan's. Sold En it's hurrah, mah honey, foh de fall.
by all dealers. 60 cents a box.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
if these amateurish aviators want
to watch real soaring, just let them
MI8SED IT.
take a look at beef prices.
Foster-Milbur- n

Observes.
A good many of

us have ambition
and don't know
what to do with it.
A man can be a

weather prophet,
but no man cares
to guess on women's fashions.
No matter how many mistakes some
men make, they always have a good
excuse ready beforehand.

N
Dnaler In all kinds of MKH-bUMammoth cata- CHANIIIHE.
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BROWN PALACE HOTEL
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THE AMERICAN HOUSE
S3S
American rían xui ana upwara.

The racing

Love Is blind,
but jealousy uses
a reflecting telescope.

DIRECTORY

DENVER

Know what she was?
Know what she wasn't?
One shrleker does.
The other doesn't.
Poor Katy! It
Still seems a tossup.
But you're a bit
Of yearly gossip.
Balloon Racing.
of balloons is besoming
one of the moBt
popular
outdoor
sports, and we have hopes that It will
be many years before any one invents an indoor variety of the game,
Exhilarating and exciting to the ex
treme, the balloon race has caught
the fancy of the public. The anchors
have also caught
yearling
several
shoats, barn roofs, stake-and-rldfences and one of them caught a
hired man asleep In a hay field In
southern Indiana and yanked him aloft
so suddenly that he thought it was
Judgment day and confessed
to a
great many things that had been
blamed on other people, before he re
alized his error.
The modus operandi of a balloon
race is to assemble the contesting bal
loons In a flock and fill them with
gas. At a given signal the ropes are
cut and the great bags rise and dash
madly hither and yon in their efforts
to win. Each balloon 1b manned by
a captain and a pilot. All the captain
and pilot have to do Is to furnish their
pictures to the newspapers and walk
home after the balloon comes down,
unless they carry railroad fare with
them. A captain trying to command
a balloon or a pilot trying to pUot
it has about as much chance of success as you or I, gentle reader, when
we endeavor to convince a hen that
she does not want to set,
After the balloons start In the race
they go in all directions. That is the
great charm of the sport. , Nobody
knows where a balloon will go. It is
as irresponsible as a thistledown.
Two or three hours after the start
one of the balloons comes down on the
Baptist church In the next county
Beat, and after the oaptain has de
tached himself from the .spire he ex
plains that he could have stayed up
for a week but that the gas leaked
or he couldn't find the right current
of air. That is one annoyance In the
sport. A captain will go up and hunt
everywhere for the right ourrent and
not be able to lay his hand on it, although he could have sworn It was
right where he thought It should be.
The other balloons drop from time
to time in widely separated sections
of the country, speeding in their mad
flight with all the abandon of a bunch
of empty barrels rolling downhill. The
last balloon to come down wins the
race; the captain and pilot walk to
the nearest town and wire home for
money.
Already the sporting blood of the
country is being warmed.
Soon the
thoroughbred balloon will appear, and
gentlemen farmers will have their bal
loon stables. Old balloons that have
taken purses in many a contest will
be rewarded by being turned out to
air for the rest of their lives.
The gas companies are very en
thusiastic over the sport.

advises young men

of Amos Lawrence,"

Strother

The others wranrl.
We know her nam
And thus her gender
Hut what's the claim
Of her defender?

A Ribbon Plnholder.
this pretty plnholder five differ

For
ent lengths of
satin ribbon
are suspended from a brass ring
crocheted over with heavy embroidery
silk. To the ring Is also attached a
bow of the satin ribbon, just by way

STRENGTH FOR
BACKS.

OlftETO

Aunt Well, Johnny, I suppose you
had a nice sojourn in the country?'
Johnny Urn, well, I had lots of nice
apples an' peaches an' watermelons an'
things, but I guess them sojourn
things wasn't ripe yet
A New One About Napoleon.

i"

RUGS & LINOLEUM
at wholesale prices. We pay the freight.
Best cátalos tn Denver mailed free.
THE HQLGOMB & HART VÍ&'áK?
DB. W. K. D AMBON

good set of teeth only IB, belt fW.
,
gold crowns and bridge work
only
Dental parlón, Arapahoe
post office, Insurer.
A

street, opposite

W

A "new" story about Napoleon is
necessarily doubtful; the probability
is that it is simply so old that it has
been forgotten. However, here Is one
that Arthur M. Chuquet prints in
L'Oplnlon as never before published.
It relatesto Napoleon and Blucher.
The emperor received the general
at the castle of Finkenstein, while he
was preparing for the siege of Danzig.
He drew him to a window in an upper
story and paid him compliments on
his military gifts, and Blucher, going
away delighted, described the inter"What a
view to his
chance you missed!" exclaimed the

latter.

"You might have changed the whole
course of history."
"How?"
"Why, you might have thrown him
out of the window."
"Confound it!" replied Blucher, "So
I might! It only I had thought of it.
New York Evening Post.
From Overhead.

A canary hung directly over the big
square table in the Hungarian res

taurant

"Once," said a woman who was din
ing there, "the bottom dropped out
of the cage, the bird flew at the orchestra yonder, and we had bird seed
in our soup. It was awful."
"That remindB me," said the cross
eyed man, "of one time when we were
having a little game of poker on the
B. & O. You know how those trains
roll. Well, Just about the middle of
the game down came all the grips and
dress suit cases straight into the
kitty and broke up the game. Money
We got so mixed
flew everywhere.
we couldn't tell which had won or
where the money was that whoever
had won it won. Talk about bird

WINTER WHEAT have
hand

now
on
eeed

wheat which has been raised for three
In succession without irrigation;
also Fall Rye. THK HAIKS sKED
CO.. 131 Fifteenth St., Denver.

rears

AWNINGS,

TENTS

AWNING CO.
TENT
THK COLORADO
t
Duck Oooda house In the Welt.
The
Gutshall. Pres.

ASSAYS

: PROMPT

RELIABLE

76c; Gold and Sil- ver,
uoia,
ns.il
II
.nit atlv-- p silver
'
lriA ti.ov:
Write for free mailing sacks.
and bought.
OODEtT ASSAY CO.. 1536 Court Flaca. Usa- Gold.

Kh

VT,

ColO.

Whan yoa
coma
Denver, call
on urn. Tha
cheapen t place to buy the best Guns, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle, Hunting Clothing,
Oooda.
Mall orders
Base Ball and Athletic
solicited. The O. Q. Plokett Sporting Goods
Co.. opposite Postoffice. 1517 Arañabas fit.

to

SPORTING GOODS

WALLACE BUSINESS AND SHORTHAND
College. tCstabliehed Mel. Twenty eight rears of
We have prepared thousands of successful
young men and woinu'i. HVpend rour winter months
with us and we will prepare you for success. Write
tor free catalog. R. J, Wallace, CP. A., Principal,
1M7 Glenarm Place, Dearer, Oolo.
WRITE

PIANOS

FOR

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

TODAY

you Intend to buy a Piano this fall
If
get this offer un. Have 1100 to $160.
.L
Liberal Payment Plaa. THE!
MUSIC CO, Denver, the
West's oldest and largest muslo house.
Established 1874.

PAIN TIM'S

Plain Paint
There Is Mountain
fully guar
Umatlcatly cornet,"
anteed. It is made by McPhee &
Co., Denver, whose reputation
goods.
Ask your
stands behind these
dealer for further information or writ
to us for latest "Fashions in Painting."
MoGlN.NITY CO, DENVER.
HePHEB

seed!"
The board of agriculture, industry
and commerce has been granted leave
ti establish a factory to manufacture
authentic weights and measures for
uniform use throughout the empire of
China.
THE DOCTOR'S WIFE
Agrees with Him About Food.

$25.00

"

"In the
A trained nurse says:
practice of my profession I have
of
many
points
favor
in
found so
Grape-Nut- s
food that I unhesitatingly
recommend it to all my patients.
"It is delicate and pleasing to the
palate (an essential in food for the
sick), and can be adapted to all ages,
being softened with milk or cream
for babies or the aged when deficiency
of teeth renders mastication impos
sible. For fever patients or those on
liquid diet I find 'Grape-Nut- s
and albu
and re
men water very nourishing

ONE WAY COLONIST RATES
,
TO

Namtrous points la
California. Oregon, Washington,
Idaho, Montana and Nevada
VIA

PACIFIC
UNION
15 to
daily

OcSeptember
On sale
15 inc.
Liberal Stopovers allowed.
Many hours quickest time to tha
Pacific Coast and Northwest
Through tourist sleepers without
freshing.'
change to California and Oregon.
my
own
and
recipe
is
idea
is
"This
Smoothest track Lowest grades
made as follows: Soak a teaspoonful
Fewest curves.
in a glass of water for
of Grape-Nut- s
Travel made safe by Automatlo
an hour, strain and serve with the Block Signals.
For complete Information call on or
beaten white of an egg and a spoonful
of fruit juice for flavouring. This af address
C. FERGUSON.
fords a great deal of nourishment that
even the weakest stomach can asslm
GENERAL AGENT,
Denver.
941 17th St,
ilate without any distress.
"My husband is a physician and he
CO.
SUPPLY
himself and orders It TheM.J.O'FALLON
uses Grape-Nut- s
many times for his patients.
WHOLESALE
"Personally I regard a dish of Grape-Nu- ts Plum bina: and Steam Goods
end radiators ftr hnatlng residences and
with fresh or stewed fruit as the BoilersIbulldlngs.
General eteaut and water worka
publlr
Ideal breakfast for anyone weU or mipllet;
pipe and liuiuii, valTe end pocking.

tober

J.

Braae pipe, eewer plpe( content, (arden nose. Ore
sick."
Inquire for our apwíal pipe 'f'"-WritOr Hub low
any
for aeneral InionniUlon.
case of stomach trouble, nerv h.w.te.
In
Business Opportunity.
ST. DKN'YKK, OULOKADO.
ous prostration or brain fag, a 10 day
The light of the eight moons of trial of Grape-Nut-s
will work wonders
BURL1NGAME V CO.,
Jupiter is bo strong that at night it toward nourishing and rebuilding and E. E.
ASSAY OFFICE nd
would be possible to read print any in this way ending the trouble.
laboratory
So far as
where on that planet.
in Colorado. J 86ft. Samples by mailo
"These's a Reason," and trial proves, Established receive
prompt and oareralattentioa
known, there are no printing offices
Look in pkgs. for the famous little nxpress will
Gold 4SIIwBiillloi
on Jupiter. It thus offers a fine open book, "The Road to Wellville."
AND
AMALGAMATION
CONCENTRATION,
ing for an ambitious young man.
read the above lettert A mew
Ever
W0 lbs- to carload lots,
They CYANIDE TESI5
oae appears from time to time.
Wriu for wrmi
are areaulne, trae, sad fall ox hai
L.wreoc. St., Denver, Cslew
latere, t.
e

SJSM"'4

-
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'OUTLOOK GOOD

BRYAN at CLOViS,
IKy Review Special Correspondent.)

J.

N.

FORT SUMMER.

Covis, Saturday,

Sep. 18- -A
great crowd greeted Wm. Jennings Bryan in the --temporary

US'i

LINE

The Editor Enjoys a Trip
on the Pecos River as
Cuest of Townsite Co.

'

J. L. MAXWELL

MAXWELL

&

Blr.nkenrhip and Co. have a full.
new line of Trunks and Suit Cased.

HEW MEXICO CENTRAL

RAILROAD.

TIMETABLE.

From Santa Fe to Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at 1 :45 p. M. going
South.
L.eave8 wiiiaru o:ia p.m. Koinjr aoutn.
Arrives at Torrance 8:00 p. M.
&
Going North.
WHOLESALE A KFTilL
Leaves Torrance at 11 :05 A. M.
Solicit the General Trade and
Williard at 12:40 p. M.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Arrives at Santa Fe 5:25 P. M.
Sumner, - - New Mnx. Makes close connections with theBelen
Cut-of- f
at Williard; with the South
western at Torrance and with tha
F. C. HASTINGS.
A. T. & S. F. at Kennedy.
Carpenter and Builder.
H. W.Coomer, Acting Manager.

Fort Sumner
Broom Factory,

Dealers in GENERAL MERCHANDISE

':
V
RICARDO,
:
;
:
audilorium today, and the genu:
: NEW MEXICO.
OWENS SONS
ine enthusiasm his apperance
Everj-iMnTo Eat and Wear- (Melrose Enterprise.)
invoked proves conclusively that
his popularity is as ereat todav
Also HAY and GRAIN
It waa the writer's pleasure
.ever. His kindlv fra.nres were
Fort
Smce
new
that
lighted by the same eternal
"AT THE RIGHT PRICE"
and
Foi t Sum- com.,nK Íov-'mile that has trreef ed million, in
mar nrifi
TU ;II
Pnna
UVV.l.
f
this cuuntry and abroad.
The move
rapidly
in
the
Great South- 1111
.
tilili i u . 11 Vüil
(GREAT
South Side Of The Flaza,
bears in his heart for every man, tWe ' f nd Wha, ls,an OPI'-woma- n
6
PROFESSIONAL.
a
SOmeon? s
and child in this country
SranyEiJc,
N. IB.
TWENTY-NINT- H
"
THE
DR.
W. R. LOVELACE.
mscr.p.
ANNUAL
was beautifully demonstrated
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
when he stepped down among 100 .fln the frnt, ?ver of a th"--thSUKGERY A SPECIALTY.
Ut
30 DAYS' TRIAL FOR 81.00.
crowd, ignoring the platform
Office at the store oí tne bunnyside
On sale at the Sunnaide Drug Co's.
by. the
that
nd talked from a chair.
The
Drug Company.
httk city. "1 he quota,
jokingly remarked, as he f
Sunnyairle.
New Mexico.
New Hardware of h!1 kinds at
portrays the sure pos-"aptly
took his sta..d in the crowd, that
C.
Iilankt'nship & Co.
DAV1USON.
C
111
and around Fort Albuquerque, N. M.,
October 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16
ATWRNEY AT LAW.
get higher and was therefore'
.
Practices in all the Courts.
The
Great
J.,:,iJ.
Game
of
R
The
SCKOCH.
1 " "a
Great Strobe Airship
" '"
Special attention to land cases
contented to come down. The
before the U. S. Land Office.
Push Ball on Horseback.
Contractor and Builder.
ood natnred Kirif in whi,h ha entertained by the manager of
n Dai!y Flights.
Tw uMCAP.r,
New Mex.
'Cement
A
Work
Specialty"
lakes his reCent defeat for lhe!thetovvnSIte company. Mr. L. C.
The Great Southwestern
an Hec;te' and shown the enl,re
High
Class
Harness
Call
on me for bids on all
and
Presidency and his constant l.u-- !
WHARTON & LAWSON.
Marathon Race.
kinds of Buildings.
morons reference to it bespeak P'S f"d 8ystenV
RunrJag RuncÍR3 Races
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
,su a ??w. town
Fort Sumner,
for Col. Bryan a great breadth1
N. M.
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of
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very quality that1"
Carmval
Company.
Pracücally
one
AI,
has always
M. R. BAKER.
the man
cf
Fcrt Sumner Gallery
they ,have
700
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
find placed his love of truth above year, !d
Laut
Photo Copying,
blddlnKfor W. G. Tigiit. President
Contest Cases Before U. S. Com
his dolitical ambitions. On such
John B. McHiannus, Seo'y Out-domm -m for
missioner a Specialty-- .
Work
Specialty.
a
A man defeat falls lightly for he
or
i
further information, Entry Blanks, etc.,
NOTARY MfRI ir: in np'prr-iSeevident "nOf the new
Sunnyside.
rests secure in the knowledge
Jim Womack.
New Mexico.
A&crcES the Secretary.
".th,ere areT,.ttt'0' 2 siory
;hat he has fought for a truth.
story F.rst National
Col. Bryan's
lecture, ..The
2,000 new Post Card views of Fort
A. P.ANAYA
Sumner at Blanktnshlp & Co's
bUlldlnf ' a, larfre mercan-artho- f
Frince of Peace," dwelt on the
Practices Law before the Probate,
religious zeal among
County Commissioners, and Justice of
Ame-ijal"
uw
young man. He scor- -'
In any emergency where salve
the Peace Courts.
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several
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nice
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is required, use Pinesalve Carboli-ze- d
nt with its Pw"
ration whoare inclined to regard thfe ?Urap.,nií
there is nothing better for
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATiiiN.
a sort of
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cuts, burns and bruises. Sold bv Detiortment of the Interior, U. S. Land Office
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at
Santa Fe, N. M., Auflf. 2:lrd, 19.9.
He upheld in eloquent tpnes the J
Sunnyside Drug Co.
Notice fa hereby given that LuwrenceE. Coleman,
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of Ricardo. N. M
v ho, on Feb. 28. IW8. mad
mission of the church and the
Homes ttad Entry, No. 13362, Serial Ú5Si9. forn
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teachings of Christ. He took oc- tsection
A. J. GILLIAM.
f
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w maice nnai iummuAgent for Toxico Steam Laundry,
fasion to mildly poke fun at the
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